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ABSTRACT

The study of the interaction between the electron gas and the atoms in

excited states has been undertaken for a gas discharge situated in a high

gain optical cavity. Of particular interest is the effect of lasering upon

this interaction. Spatially resolved electron density and electron temper-

ature measurementsare presented for a DC excited 3.51 _ (5d33 _ 6P22) xenon

laser operating in a capillary bore tube over a pressure range of 12.5 to

25.5 m Torr. Anode directed gradients in the electron and neutral gas dens-

ities are observed and are attributed to electrophoretic effects present in

the closed capillary discharge tube. As a result of these gradients, the

local population inversion along the axis of the tube varies and, consequently,

affects the output of the 3.51 _ laser. The influence of lasering upon these

low-pressure capillary xenon discharges is investigated experimentally by

periodically spoiling the Q of the laser cavity by meansof a mechanical

chopping wheel. It is observed that lasering noticeably alters both the

state of the electron gas and the populations of the excited xenon atoms.

The current of the DCexcited discharge is quenchedup to 0.02 per cent during

lasering due to laser-induced variations of the electron density and mean

energy. Spatially resolved microwavecavity measurementsindicate that the

electron numberdensity may experience increases and decreases depending

upon local discharge conditions. Microwave radiometric measurementsreveal

that the electron temperature is also affected by lasering. Variations in

the microwave cavity Q and in the electron drift velocity due to lasering

are in good qualitative agreement with the radiometric data. Confirming

spectroscopic observations of laser-induced changes in the spontaneous



radial;ion along the discharge tube are presented. It is demonstrated that

excitation of the 6s metastables via electronic impact is instrumental in

populating the lower laser level and contributes to a reduction in the local

population inversion. Evidence for various radiative and collisional mech-

anisms responsible for the propagation of the laser-induced perturbation

from t:ne 5d33 and 6P22 levels to other excited levels is also presented.

It is suggested that laser media in general can be analyzed and improved

upon by studying the laser-induced changes in the excitation and relaxation

processes°
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I. INTRODUCTION

In general a gaseous discharge is a highly complex nonequilibrium

system of competing radiative and nonradiative reactions. The electrons,

neutral atoms and excited atoms interact with one another via electron-atom

and atom-atom collisions. Placing the active medium within a high gain op-

tical cavity drastically increases the intensity of the optical radiation

fields of the laser transition. The onset of lasering, therefore, imposes

a highly selective population perturbation upon the upper and lower laser

states. This effect constitutes a powerful means of studying the interaction

between the electron gas and the excited atoms in the plasma. Previous in-

vestigationsl,2,3,4, 5 have shown that lasering indeed constitutes an effec-

tive means of changing many of the excited state populations within the

active laser medium. The initial laser-induced disturbance of the laser

levels is transmitted to lower-lying levels via spontaneous radiative decay

processes. As a result, a change is produced in the intensity of the spon-

taneous emission radiated by atoms excited in these states. However, it has

also been observed that the spontaneous emission from energy levels lying

above the upper laser level also experience the effects of lasering. The

transfer of the initial laser-induced perturbation to such states is clearly

nonradiative and implies that collisional processes between the electrons and

excited atoms and in some cases between neutral atoms and excited atoms are

of importance. Additional evidence supporting the existence of strong

electron-excited atom interactions is displayed by the observed decrease of

the current flowing through DC excited discharges during lasering. 5'6'7'8"9
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Thus, the electron gas not only serves to couple the laser disturbance to

other excited states, but is itself influenced by the process of lasering.

The primary goal of this investigation is to determine the nature and

strength of the interaction between the electron gas and the gas of excited

atoms by means of the measurably observed effects of lasering upon gas dis-

charges. Furthermore, a description of the physical processes responsible

for the observed interaction is sought. In particular, the high gain 3.51

(5d33 _ 6P22) xenon laser was chosen as a means by which low-pressure xenon

discharges could be studied. However, it must be pointed out that the par-

tlcular laser was selected as a matter of convenience. The approach and the

conclusions of these experiments are completely general and are equally ap-

plicable to any lasering system.

In order to investigate the state of the electron gas, microwave tech-

niques were employed. The correlated study of the excited atomic gas was

performed using spectroscopic techniques. Spatially resolved electron

density measurements, taken at various positions along the discharge tube,

were made using a demountable C-band microwave cavity operating in the TM010

mode. Electron densities between 8 X i0 I0 to 2 X 1012 electrons/cc were

_easured for discharge currents up to I00 ma over a pressure range of 12.5

to 25°5 m Tort. An anode-directed electron density gradient was observed

which increased with increasing gas pressure. This axial inhomogeneity was

attributed to a preferential loss of ion momentum due to collisions with the

walls of the discharge tube. Microwave measurements of the plasma emissivity

in conjunction with microwave radiometric measurements of the noise power

radiated by the plasma indicate that the electron temperature is typically



between 8,000 to i0,000 OK if a Maxwellian velocity distribution is assumed.

Spectroscopic techniques are utilized in order to monitor the intensity of

the spontaneous emission radiated perpendicular to the axis of the tube. The

axial inhomogeneity of the plasma is also exhibited in the positional depend-

ence of the sidelight intensity which increases toward the anode.

By mechanically chopping the laser cavity and employing a phase sensi-

tive detector whose reference signal is in synchronism with the chopped laser

output, the effects of lasering upon various plasma parameters can be moni-

tored. Spatially resolved measurements of the laser-induced electron density

changes were made possible through the development of a more sensitive plasma

i0
diagnostic technique incorporating the spatial resolution of a microwave

cavity with the sensitivity of a synchronous detector. The electron density

exhibited laser-induced increases and decreases of approximately 109 elec -

trons/cc in magnitude depending upon local discharge conditions. Similarly,

changes in the plasma emissivity and radiation temperature were also recorded.

Assuming the distribution function remains Maxwellian during lasering, these

changes corresponded to electron temperature variations _ 0.4 per cent in

some cases. In general, the electron temperature is enhanced in regions of

electron density depletion. On the other hand, when the electron density is

increased, the temperature displays a quenching. Calculations based upon the

laser-induced current quenching and observed variations in cavity Q are in

good qualitative agreement with the electron density and temperature measure-

ments. The net change in the rate of ionization from the upper laser level

and the xenon metastables is suggested as the dominant mechanism for the

5
laser dependent perturbation of the electron gas. Spectroscopic observations



of the spontaneous sidelight variation indicate that cumulative ionization

is accompanied by cumulative excitation processes. The term cumulative im-

plies the excitation or the ionization involved takes place via successive

inelastic collisions between the electrons and the excited atoms, i.e., the

final state is realized in a stepwise fashion beginning with the ground state

in contrast to direct excitation in which only a single collision with a

ground state atom is involved. The laser-induced disturbance is coupled to

states lying above the laser levels by either direct or cumulative electronic

excitation processes; therefore, variations in the populations of the excited

atomic states strongly reflect any changes in the state of the electron gas.

On the other hand, lower levels which are radiatively coupled to the laser

states reflect changes in the local population inversion, which is also, of

course, influenced by the electron gas.

For electron densities in excess of 1012 electrons/cc, the Q of the

microwave cavity was seriously degraded and under these conditions only

qualitative measurements of laser-induced changes, _n and _T could be
e e'

made. However, at lower steady-state densities, good quantitative reliability

existed. The output of the xenon laser was analyzed spectroscopically and

found to contain several weakly oscillating transitions between 2.2 _ and

3.6 _ ; since their effects were quite small in comparison with those of the

3.51 _ laser, no elaborate attempts were made to discriminate against them.

The spectroscopic notation adopted to describe the xenon energy levels

is a modified Racah or systematic notation. II'12 This notation is particu-

larly suitable for systems whose energy level structure obeys a j-f coupling

scheme; 13'14 xenon, which is a heavy noble gas, is an excellent candidate.



The first subscript represents the intermediate quantum number K less 1/2 ,

and the second subscript is the total angular momentum J . The other symbols

retain their conventional meaning.

In summary, the investigation describes excitation and ionization pro-

cesses important to an understanding of gas lasers, and outlines a powerful

diagnostic method of probing laser media in general.



Iio THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC

INTERACTIONS IN GASEOUS PLASMAS

The primary theoretical and experimental objective of the present

investigation is to attain a greater understanding of the interaction

between electromagnetic radiation and ionized media. Of particular concern

is the influence of the laser fields upon the excited state population of

the atoms and the parameters of the electron gas in a DC discharge located

within a high-gain optical cavity. An investigation of the laser-induced

perturbation of these quantities in conjunction with an appropriate theo-

retical treatment can yield information concerning the nature of the physical

mechanisms involved. Probing the electron gas with a low-level electromag-

netic wave in the microwave range reveals the nature and magnitude of the

effects produced by lasering upon the electron density and temperature.

Therefore, it is the purpose of this chapter to prepare a theoretical founda-

tion for the influence of electromagnetic radiation upon a gaseous plasma as

it pertains to a spectroscopic and microwave study of lasering gas media.

2.1 Effects of Optical Radiation upon the Excited Atomic Populations

The chief concern of this section is the interaction between an optical

radiation field and a system of appropriately excited atoms. In particular,

the effect produced by a highly monochromatic beam of resonance radiation

in'passing through a collection of excited atoms is treated theoretically.

In addition, a theoretical description of the physical processes responsible

for the establishment of an inverted population is presented and the expres-

sion of the gain requirement for lasering is developed.
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2.1.1 Gain Requirement for Laserin_

In order to develop the theoretical foundation for the effect of

resonant laser radiation fields upon the excited atoms of a gas discharge,

we treat the following hypothetical case. Consider a monochromatic, parallel

beam of light having a frequency v21 , propagating in the +z direction and

passing through a layer of excited atoms bounded by the planes z and z + dz.

Focusing attention upon a particular transition, suppose there are n I atoms

per cc in the lower level which are capable of absorbing radiation of fre-

quency v21 and n 2 atoms per cc in the upper level which are capable of

emitting this frequency. Neglecting the effects of spontaneous emission

since it occurs in all directions, the decrease in the beam intensity per

15
unit area - d I , according to the Einstein theory of radiation, is

v21

given by

- d I = (n I r12 - n 2 _i ) h v21 dz (2-1)
v21

where _ is the probability per second that an atom in the lower state will
12

absorb a photon h v21 and undergo a transition to the upper level.

Similarly, _i is the probability per second that the incident radiation

induces an atom in the upper state to emit a photon of the same frequency and

in the same direction as the stimulating quantum and in the process drop into

the lower state. These probability rates are expressible in terms of the

Einstein B coefficients

F L(v) (2-2)
12 = BI2 w
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r _ Ltv) (2-3)
21 := B21

where w is the radiation energy density and L(v) is the normalized line

shape of the atomic resonance.

It must be emphasized here that, in laser theory, we are primarily

concerned with the response of a system of excited atoms to resonance

radiation of extremely high spectral purity whose energy is distributed

over a spectral range which is appreciably smaller than the atomic absorp-

tion line_vidtho Therefore, in order to discuss the transition probabilities

for absorptio_ and induced emission, it is necessary to introduce the con-

cept of atomic line shape L(v). For the low-pressure conditions under which

the gas lasers are operated_ the origin of the line shape is the thermal

motion of the atoms and the resultant Doppler effect. The term, inhomo-

geneously-broadened_ is applied to a transition that exhibits gain and

whose natural linewidth is small compared to the Doppler width.

In a plane wave the energy densities stored within the electric and

magnetic fields are equal at any point and the time average of the total

energy density of these sinusoidally time-varying fields is given by

E2
w .... = (2 -4 )

871 871

where E and _ are the dielectric constant and magnetic permeability of the

ionized gaseous medium and E and H are the peak electric and magnetic fields

of the incident beam s respectively.



A laser consists of a Fabry-Perot interferometer filled with a gas of

excited atoms which are capable of amplifying light of frequency v21 The

amplification is due to the process of stimulated emission which has the

unique property of preserving the frequency, phase and direction of the

stimulating quanta. The interferometer plays the role of a multimode

resonant cavity, which, by virtue of its highly reflective mirrors, supplies

positive feedback necessary for oscillation.

If the gain of the medium at the frequency v21 is large enough to

compensate for the losses at this frequency due to various loss processes,

the system of excited atoms will break into oscillation. Among the dominant

loss mechanisms are the following: absorption and transmission in the laser

cavity mirrors, scattering by optical inhomogeneities and diffraction of the

light beam due to the finite aperture of the mirrors. The total power loss

at the resonant frequency v21 can be expressed in terms of the quality factor

16
Q of the resonant optical cavity.

2_ v21 W
Q - (2-5)

Ploss

where W is the total energy stored in the resonator fields and is given by

resonator resonator

The net power gained by the monochromatic beam.via interactions with the

excited atoms in states 1 and 2 is given by



i0

Pgain = (n2 B21 - nl BI2) _ v21 w V L(v)
(2-7)

where V is the volume occupied by the excited atoms which interact with

the laser beam.

If the resonant cavity is filled with the active medium and has a

resonant frequency equal to that of the atomic transition_ the threshold

requirement for oscillation at a frequency u is given by
21

BI2

n 2 - n I B21
- [ % Q B21 L(V)] -I (2-8)

15
The Einstein B coefficients which are a measure of the interaction

between the atoms and the radiation field can be expressed in terms of the

electric dipole matrix element.

B21 -

3 h 2 g2

(2-9)

B
12

[2
27 [_21

3 h 2 gl

(2-10)

.th [_21where gi is the degeneracy of the 1 state and 12 is the square of the

total electric dipole moment summed over all degenerate initial and final

substateso

15

The Einstein A21 coefficient is defined as the probability per second

that an atom in the upper state will spontaneously emit a photon of frequency

v in a random direction and in the process fall into the lower state.
21
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64 _4 v213 I_2112
A21 = 3 (2-11)

3h c g2

Unlike induced emission the probability for spontaneous emission is completely

independent of the radiation fields of the incident beam. Therefore, the

minimum inverted population density required for lasering is given by

_ I 16 2 3
v21

(_n)thresh°id = n2 - nl _- c A21 Q L(v)
= 3 (2-12)

threshold

If the atomic absorption linewidth is Doppler-broadened, the normalized

atomic line shape is a Gaussian function of the frequency centered about the

17

resonance frequency v21

I (2-13)

where _v D is the half-width of the line at half maximum intensity and is

given by

V2 k T _n 2
_PD = v12 M c2

(2-14)

M is the atomic mass and T is the absolute temperature of the gas.

For a Doppler-broadened laser transition, Equation (2-12) reduces to

(_n)threshol d =

16 _5/2 v213 ZiVD

(_n 2) 1/2 Q A21

(2-15)
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It is often convenient to express the population inversion in terms of

the fractional intensity gain of the monochromatic beam per unit length.

Beginning with Equation (2-1), it can be shown that

d I 2

1 v21 (_n 2)i/24773/2 g2 A21CAvD (n_2 nl)gl (2-16)
G21- I dz 2

v21 v21

Therefore, the fractional gain per unit length is inversely proportional

2

to v21 _v D , i.e.,

G21 oc v21
(2-17)

Consequently, the gain is expected to be larger for lasering transitions in

the infrared as compared to those in the visible. Furthermore, the heavy

noble gas lasers such as xenon have smaller Doppler widths which also con-

tribute to higher gain. It is also apparent that significant cooling of

the lasering gas can also result in slight increases in gain.

The threshold condition for lasering requires an inverted population

distribution between the upper and lower levels. It is quite obvious that

an atomic system exhibiting gain is, by definition, not in thermodynamic

equilibrium with its environment. The concept of negative temperature is

frequently used in the discussion of lasers where an effective temperature

can be defined in terms of the relative populations of the upper and lower

18
states of the transition.

n
2 g2

n gll

exp

(E 2 - E l)

k Teff.

(2-18)
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Since n2 > nI for a transition exhibiting gain, Teff. < 0 .

2.1.2 Excitation and Decay Mechanisms for Excited Atomic States

The relative lifetimes of the laser levels are among the most important

parameters of the plasma, for if an inverted population cannot be maintained,

no lasering will ensue. The effective lifetimes of the excited levels can

differ considerably from their purely radiative values due to the combined

effects of resonance trapping, spontaneous decay and inelastic collisions

between atoms and electrons.

Consider an excited level which is optically connected with the ground

state. A typical rate equation for this mth excited state is given by

d N

m _ F A - _ A + n N < (iv >m
d t mo mn e o o

n<m

n_0

- n N _ < (Iv >P - N N < (rv >o (2-19)
e m m m o m

P

where F is the imprisonment factor for resonance radiation trapping, N is
m

the population of the mth state and < (Iv >s denotes the velocity averaged
r

product of the relative velocity v of the collision partners and cross

section (I for the reaction from the rth thstate to the s state.

The first term on the right-hand side of the above equation involves

the imprisonment factor F which can vary between zero and unity. It is a

measure of the effective trapping of spontaneous emission between the ex-

cited level and the ground state after repeated emission and reabsorption.

The imprisonment factor is a function of the discharge geometry, pressure,
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temperature, line shape, wavelength and transition probability.

For a Doppler-broadened line and a cylindrical discharge of radius R,

the imprisonment factor is given by 19

F = 1.60 / K R_Tf _n K R (2-20)

whe re

k 3 N gm -- [ M

o AmV (2-21)K - 8 77 go 2 77 k T

th

M is the mass of the atom, gm and go are the statistical weights of the m

and ground states_ respectively, k is the wavelength of the radiation, A is
m

the Einstein coefficient of the m th level and T is the temperature of the gas.

At pressures of a few m Torr_ the departure of F from unity is quite

pronounced; and at the low pressures used in most gas lasers, the trapping

is essentially complete for the strong vacuum ultraviolet transitions in-

20
volving the laser levels. In the noble gas lasers the levels in the

(n p)5 (n + i) s which are not metastable due to quantum mechanical selec-

tions rules are rendered quasi-metastable due to the strong resonant trapping.

The principal quantum number n corresponds to 2, 3, 4 and 5 for Ne, Ar, Kr

and Xe, respectively.

The summation appearing in the second term of Equation (2-19) implies

that the sum is to be taken over all allowable states below m except for

the ground state, ioe., all possible spontaneous decay routes are to be

taken into account.
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The last two terms of Equation (2-19) involve inelastic encounters of

the m th excited state with atoms and electrons, n N < ffv >m represents
e o o

the contribution of direct electron excitation from the ground state. The

summation on the next term n N _ < ffv >P represents the sum of various
e m m

P

loss mechanisms due to electron impact, i.e., successive excitation to higher

lying excited states, ionization and superelastic collisions. The last term

N N < fly >o represents thelosses due to inelastic collisions with neutral
m o m

atoms. Mechanisms represented by the last two terms are important only if

th
the density of the collision partners is large and the lifetime of the m

excited state is relatively long. The cross sections _ pertaining to these

processes differ considerably in magnitude and are dependent upon the nature

of the reaction, the relative velocity of the collision partners and the

energy levels involved.

Atoms in metastable states have lifetimes which are typically orders of

magnitude longer than those in excited states capable of spontaneous radiative

decay. The metastable states are depopulated mainly by diffusion and by in-

elastic collisions with electrons and other atoms. The rate equation for the

metastable density M can be expressed as

dM
- S - I_M (2-22)

dt

where S is the rate at which the metastables are produced via radiative cas-

cade from higher-lying states. The total decay rate expressed by _can be

subdivided into its individual contributors.

i" = YD + Yo + No < ffv >M + ne _ < (Tv >M (2-23)

n
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At high discharge intensity the metastable temporal behavior maydepart

from Equation (2-22) due to metastable-metastable collisions. However, at

low pressure and for the discharge geometry used in most gas lasers, namely,

the small-bore discharge tube, the primary modeof metastable destruction is

by diffusion to the walls or by two body collisions. The terms YDand Yo in

Equation (2-23) represent the diffusion and the volume loss mechanismswhich

are characteristic of the pure gas. YDcan be expressed in terms of the dif-
21fusion coefficient D _ the diffusion length A and the pressure P .

D (2-24)
_D -A2p

The diffusion length is a function of the discharge geometry.

2 2

J__ =: _" 2 4

A2 (_) + ( _ ) (2-25)

L is the length and R the radius of the cylindrical discharge. It is apparent

from Equations (2-24) and (2-25) that the rate at which the metastables are

lost by diffusion to the walls can be accelerated by decreasing the inside

diameter of the discharge tube.

The last two terms of Equation (2-23) denote the losses due to colli-

sional effects. The first of these N < _v >o is the collisional de-
O ' - M

excitation of the metastable state due to inelastic encounters with neutral

atoms. Such a mechanism is extremely important in the He-Ne lasers. The

He metastable collisionally excites the ground state neon atom into the upper

laser level and is primarily responsible for establishing the inverted
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< Gv >_population in the lasering neon transitions. The last term• n e
A_A

P

is the loss term due to the combined effects of electronic impact which re-

sults in metastable excitation, ionization or superelastic collisions. Due

to the relatively long lifetimes associated with the metastables, these pro-

cesses become important in regions Of high electron and metastable densities.

Resonance trapping and electronic excitation from the metastable states into

the lower laser level degrades the population inversion. For the noble gases

these reactions can be expressed, respectively, as

(np)5(n + l)s + hv

(np)5(n + 1)s + e

5
(np) (n + 1)p (2-26)

(np)5(n + l)p + e - K.E. (2-27)

where n = 2, 3, 4 and 5 apply to Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe, respectively. Therefore,

it is highly desirable to minimize _the effectiveness of.reactions (2-26) and

(2-27) by reducing the metastable population. This accounts for the necessity

of the narrow bore discharge tube which enhances the diffusional loss rate.

Since the electron gas plays an important role in determining the popu-

lations of the excited atomic states, it is essential that both the electron

density as well as the mean electron energy be known. The following section

deals with this aspect of the problem.

2.2 Microwave Interaction with the Electron Gas

In measuring the electron gas parameters, it is essential that the

probing mechanism does not unduly perturb the plasma. Extremely low power

electromagnetic waves at microwave frequencies can be used as probing signals
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and can be considered to have negligible effect upon the phenomena being

studied.

Three aspects of the problem are discussed in this section: the

complex RF conductivity of the ionized gas, the effect of the plasma upon

the resonant frequency and quality factor of the microwave cavity and the

ability of the plasma to radiate a continuous noise spectrum which is re-

lated to the electron temperature.

2.2.1 Conductivity of an Ionized Gas

An ionized medium such as a plasma presents a complex conductivity to

high-frequency propagating electromagnetic waves. In general, this complex

quantity is defined as the ratio of the current density to the applied elec-

tric field. Since the electric current due to the motion of the free elec-

trons in a vacuum is in quadrature with the applied electromagnetic field,

the conductivity of the free electrons in a vacuum is purely imaginary.

This implies that the electrons on the average extract no energy from oscil-

lating electric fields and their mean energy is dependent only upon their

mean thermal energy.

However, when the free electrons are no longer in vacuum but are in the

presence of gas molecules, their a_rected velocities are randomized via elec-

tron-molecule collisions. This randomization causes the electrons to acquire

a velocity component in phase with _ne oscillating electric field, enabling

the electrons to extract energy from the fields. This gives rise to a real

part of the conductivity which depenas upon the number of collisions a par-

ticular electron will make with a gas molecule per unit time. Therefore,

the conductivity of a plasma medium can be expressed as
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G = G + j G i (2-28)
r

where _ represents the real part of the conductivity and is associated with
r

an energy transfer from the field to the electrons. G1 is the imaginary com-

ponent of the conductivity.

The microwave interaction with the ions can be considered negligible

with respect to that of the electrons, due to the larger mass of the ions.

Therefore, microwave investigations of the plasma conductivity yield informa-

tion concerning only the free electrons of the plasma.

The complex conductivity _(_,t) of s plasma is a function of both time

and space and is dependent upon the velocity distribution of the electrons

f(_,_,t), f is by definition the probability density in the six-dimensional

phase space of velocity and spatial coordinates, and constitutes the number

of electrons located in the element of phase space between _ and _ + d_ and

and _ + d_ at a time t. The total electron density ne(_,t ) can be expressed

22
as an integral over all velocity space of f(r,v,t).

f _ d 3
n (_,t)= f(_0r, t) v
e

[2-29)

The development of the complex conductivity in terms of the distribution

function has been treated by others 23°24'25'26 and the details can be found

in the literature. The formalism is based upon the Boltzmann transport

equation 27

r tr, v,t) + a • V f(r,_,t) = f(_,v _,t)
v coll.

(2-30)
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where _ and a are the electron velocity and acceleration due to the applied

field and V and V represent the gradient operators in geometrical and
r v

/ \

velocity space. The term I_- f(r,v,t)) represents the contribution
coll.

due to collisional encounters of the electrons with other constituents of

the plasma.

For the purposes of the present development, the effects of electron-

electron collisions and the electron-ion collisions have been neglected in

comparison with the electron-neutral collisions. The net rate of change of

the number of electrons in the elemental volume d3v in velocity space is

determined by the difference between the number of electrons scattered into

d3v and the number of electrons scattered out of d3v. The colllslonal term

can be expressed as

f(r,v, t) d3v =

co11.
F(V t) f(v%) Vr _Y(Vr'O'_) d3vt d3Vt d2_

-/F(_) f(v) v r (Y(Vr, O,_) d3v d3V d2_'_
(2-31)

F(V) is the velocity distribution of the scattering particles, which in this

case are the neutrals. The relative velocity between the neutrals and the

electrons is given by v and the differential scattering cross section is de-
r

noted by _(v _,_). The elemental solid angle of the scattering sphere d2_
r J

is expressed ss sin e de d_. The prime superscripts denote the contributions

due to the inverse scattering, 1.e., scattering into the elemental volume d3v.

.1 J

d N(V') = F(V') d3V ' (2-32)
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and

d n (_') = f_v') d3v ' (2-33)
e

represent the number of neutrals and electrons, respectively, which are in

the proper elemental volumes of velocity space to be scattered into d3V and

d3v , respectively.

Under the influence of the electromagnetic wave, the distribution

function is perturbed from its field free value. Since the incident electro-

magnetic wave has a preferred orientation in space, the distribution function

is conveniently expanded in terms of spherical harmonics in velocity space.

f(r,_,t) = Z_ f_(_,$,t) P(cos O) = f + v,t) cos {) + ...
_ o

(2-34)

f is the unperturbed distribution function which is assumed to be isotropic
o

in geometrical space but not necessarily Maxwellian in velocity space. For

low-level electromagnetic waves only the zero th order and first order correc-

tion fl(_,_,t) need be included in the expansion. Since under these condi-

tions fl << f higher-order contributions can be considered negligibleO'

For the sake of simplicity, a uniform plasma medium is assumed and the

electric field is taken to be independent of position Equation (2-30) then

reduces to

f(_,t) _ • $7 f(_,t) = f(_ t) (2-35)
m v -_ '

coll.
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If only terms of the first order are retained, it can be shown through

the use of Equations (2-31), (2-34) and (2-35) that the Boltzmann

transport equation reduces to 28

@ fl 8f /e E No+ - - fl N v (_(v,e,_)[l - P(cos e)] sin e de d_
m 1

(2-36)

The integral on the right side of Equation (2-36) is related to the collision

frequency for momentum transfer v(v).

f
v(v) = N v J Y(v,O,_)(1 - cos 0) sin O dO d_ (2-37)

v

0,4

29
The cross section for momentum transfer is given by

£
(Y(V) = J (_(v,e,_)(1 - cos e) sin e dO d_

v

0,4

(2-38)

• • v(v) = N v U(v) (2-39)

The solution of Equation (2-36) yields the first-order term of the distribu-

tion function.

8 f /Sv
e E o

fl _v'="_ m v(v) + j¢0
(2-40)

The current density for the electrons is given by

.% _%

E • v
J=+ en<-->

e IEI
(2-41)
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or

J -- 2j471 n e 8fo/SV 3
e E v dv

3 m V(v) + 3 co

Therefore• the conductivity of the plasma medium is

J 47 n e 2 f_ 8fo/@V
e 3

- E - 3 m U(v) + j_ v dv

0

In the limiting case where _ << v which applies to the direct current

limit• Equation (2-43) takes the form

47 n e 2 J_ 8fo/SV
e 3

- 3 m V(v) v dv

0

Hence• the DC conductivity is purely real.

In the other extreme• where _ >> v the high frequency conductivity2

can be expressed as

2j47[ n e _f

e [ U(V) 1 )] 0 3- -- V dv
(_ 3 m _2 J ( _ _v

0

(2-42)

(2-43)

(2-44)

(2-45)

Hence• the high-frequency conductivity is complex• having both real and

imaginary components.

In order to evaluate the above integrals it is necessary to know not

only the electron distribution function f but also the velocity dependence
o

of the collision frequency V(v). For the special case in which the collision
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frequency is independent of electron velocity_

I i 3/2 _mv2/2kT

f (v) = m _ e
o 27T kT

the conductivity given by Equation (2-43) reduces to

(2-46)

2
n e

e 1 (2-47)
m v + jt,J

30
which is exactly the Lorentz conductivity.

2.2.2 Influence of an Electron Gas upon a Microwave Cavity

In the previous subsection a development of the complex conductivity

of the plasma was derived and shown to be a function of the electron number

density_ distribution function_ momentum transfer collision frequency and

the frequency of the microwave field. In the present subsection the effect

of this plasma conductivity upon the resonant frequency and quality of a

microwave cavity is presented.

If the influence of the electron gas upon the fields of an empty micro-

wave cavity can be considered small_ first-order perturbation theory can be

applied to obtain an expression comprising the changes in both resonant fre-

31
quency and quality in terms of the plasma conductivity.

1 2 j /k OJ 1 f[Or(r) + j oi(r) ] E 2 (r) d V
Zk ( _ ) _ _ £ (2-48)

o o o fE2(r) d V

where w is the angular resonance frequency of the unfilled cavity, £ is the
o o
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permittivity of free space, dV is an elemental volume of the cavity, E(_) is
1

the electric field in the cavity and _ _ and _ ( _ ) are the shift in angular

resonant frequency and change in (cavity quality) -I, respectively, due to the

presence of the plasma.

The assumption that the plasma can be considered as a small perturbation

is valid for electron densities << 2.5 X i0 II -3cm for microwave frequencies

32
of about 5 Gc. Since the majority of the electron densities encountered

in this experiment exceeded this upper limit, it was necessary to solve the

electromagnetic boundary value problem without the aid of perturbation theory.

A very brief outline of the development of the expression relating the

electron number density and the perturbed resonant frequency is presented.

The interested reader can find a more detailed development in Appendix A.

If the E field within the microwave cavity is chosen such that it is

perpendicular to any gradient in electron density, then

_7 • E = 0 (2-49)

and the time-independent Helmholtz equation

2
-_ 2 -_

- =-_n Z
C

simplifies to

2
co 2-_

V2 _ +--_ n E = 0

C

(2-50)

(2-51)
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where n is the refractive index of the plasma. For the particular case in

which the plasma is situated in a long cylindrical tube, radial gradients in

the electron density exist. If only a short length of plasma is placed within

the cavity, the electron density along the axis can be considered uniform. If

the cavity is excited in the TM010 mode, the electric and magnetic fields are

gi.ven by

E : E (r) _ (2-52)
Z

H :-: H_(r) (2-53)

Using Maxwell's equations and Equations (2-51) through (2-53), it can

be shown that the fields within the cavity satisfy the following relation.

a2E aE

1 z 2

Dx 2 + x _x + n Ez = 0 (2-54)

8E

jj_ z

H = _o _ (2-55)

2_

where x = r-c-A , n is the index of refraction and _Oo is the impedance of

free space.

Equation (2-54) is Bessel's equation.

must be of the form

34
Therefore, the electric field

Ez = Cl Jo (nx) + C2 Yo (nx) (2-56)



and, likewise, the magnetic field according to Equation (2-55) must be

H = 1 Jl(nx) + C2 Yl(nx
(2-57)

where J and Y
m m

th
are the m

kind, respectively.

order Bessel functions of the first and second

The solution of this problem entails matching boundary conditions for

three concentric cylindrical regions. The innermost region 0 < r < b I is

35
occupied by the plasma and has a refractive index of

1/2
¢_ 2

n(r) = [ 1 - ( --_ ) ]
¢0

(2-58)

v
assuming- << 1 and the plasma frequency is defined as

to

2
n (r) e

2 e
(D

p m £
o

(2-59)

The term n (r) indicates that the electron density has radial dependence.
e

The annular region occupied by the glass of the discharge tube, b I < r < b 2 ,

has sm index of refraction n The last annular region between the outer
g

wall of the discharge tube and the inner wall of the microwave cavity,

b 2 < r < a , is filled with air and has a refractive index of unity.

The fields in the regions defined by b 2 < r < a and b I < r < b 2 are of

the form expressed by Equations (2-56) and (2-57). The fields within the

plasma are not as easily expressed due to the radial gradient in the electron

density. Fuchs 36 found that it was necessary to assume fields of the form
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E = Kp _" a x
Z

_2_0

(2-60)

and solve for the app_-opriate values of the a coefficients by the method
m

of Froebinius°

After having matched the boundary conditions at the three interfaces,

r = b I b 2 and a_ lot both EZ
a rather complex expression relating

n and the perturbed resonant frequency is obtained. The details of the
e

derivation appear in Appendix A and the computerized values of the electron

density versus the shift ]r cavity resonance frequency appear in Appendix B.

2o203 Micro;ave Noise Emitted by a Radiating Plasma

Not only is tlhe p_asma capable of absorbing microwave power but it is

also an effective thermal radiator of electromagnetic power in the microwave

portion of the frequency spect:rum. If the plasma radiated like a black body,

37
Planck"s radiation law could be evoked to determine the electron temperature.

3

p(v T_') -. 8 7/ _ v 1 (2-61)
3 hv/kT

c e - i

where p(v,©_ the radiation energy density per unit frequency interval, v is

the frequency_ T is the temperature of the radiator, h is Planck's constant,

k is Boltzmann_s constant and c is the velocity of light in a vacuum.

However_ a plas_a does not act: as a perfect black body radiator and the

treatment is not as straightforward. The incoherent radiation emitted by a

plasma is a result of the electronic motion under the influence of atomic

and ionic fields° KirchoffOs law relates P(v,T) the radiation intensity per

38
unit frequency interval *o the temperature of the radiator as
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Pv(V_T) = A v k T (2-62)

where A u is the absorptivity of the plasma_ defined as

A V =

Pabsorbent

P
incident

(2-63)

In the case of a black body A v = 1 ; however_ for a plasma_ A v is typically

less than unity.

Parzen and Goldstein 39 treated the problem of the microwave noise

radiated by a DC excited plasma situated in a section of waveguide. It was

shown that the noise power due to the electron-current fluctuations can be

separated into two parts: one is attributed to the electron temperature and

the other to the direct current flowing through the discharge.

where

2

IVA 2 e
P(_,T) = [ k T A + cos 8 ( 2 + ) ]r

e e v 2 _2+
e

(2-64)

I = current through discharge

V = voltage across discharge

N = total number of electrons
e

v = electron collision frequency
e

= angular frequency of emitted noise

8 = angle between electric field and axis of discharge tube
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Since the discharge is oriented perpendicularly to the electric field vector_

the second term is negligible and Equation (2-64) reduces to Equation (2-62)°

When the electron gas is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the radiation

field and possesses a Maxwellian velocity distribution, the radiation temper-

ature T and T are identical and the mean thermal energy of the electrons
r e

is given as

u = k T
2 e

(2-65)

However_ when the distribution function departs from a Maxwellian, the

relationship between radiation temperature and the electron temperature are

ill-defined. Bekefi and Brown 40_41 treat the particular low-frequency case

for which _ _ / k T << 1 o The radiation temperature is defined in terms

of the distribution function as

O0

I (_(v) f v 5 dv

0 (2-66)
kT =- m

r oo

I 8f 4g(v) _v v dv

0

where m is the mass of an electron, f is the velocity distribution function

and _ is the total collision cross section for momentum transfer between the

electrons and the other constituents of the plasma. Therefore, either a

change in the electron mean energy or a change in the distribution function

can result in a change in the radiation temperature. The apparatus which

was used to measure the radiation temperature is discussed in detail in

Chapter IIIo
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUES

During the course of the investigation it became necessary to employ

several different techniques to study in detail the properties of the elec-

tron gas, as well as those associated with the excited atoms over a current

range of 0 to I00 ma and a pressure range from 12.5 to 25.5 m Tort. The

state of the electron gas was probed by microwave techniques. A microwave

cavity was used to obtain spatially resolved electron density measurements

in the DC excited capillary xenon discharge. Waveguide techniques were

employed to determine the plasma absorptivity and to measure the microwave

noise power radiated by the plasma. These two experimental quantities yield

information concerning the electron temperature, provided the energy distri-

bution of the electrons is known. Correlations between the laser-induced

behavior of the electron gas and the perturbation of the excited atomic

populations were obtained by means of spectroscopic techniques. By moni-

toring the spontaneous emission radiated perpendicular to the axis of the

discharge tube, information regarding the populations of various excited

atomic states was obtained.

The above techniques were instrumental not only in examining the

steady-state properties of xenon discharge but also in determining effects

imposed upon these parameters by the intense laser radiation.

In order to observe the influence of lasering upon the parameters of

the discharge, a motor-driven chopping wheel was employed to periodically

spoil the Q of the laser cavity. However, since the effects of lasering

are rather small, it was necessary to employ synchronous detection in order

to increase the sensitivity of the diagnostic techniques. These techniques
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for measuring the steady-state properties of the plasma as well as their

laser-induced perturbations and the details pertaining to the design of the

vacuum system and the xenon laser are the subject matter of this chapter.

3.1 Vacuum and Gas Filling System

Figure 1 schematically illustrates the vacuum system which was used in

evacuating and filling the xenon laser tubes. The main manifold, the five

bakeable Granville-Phillips valves, the three vacuum gauges and the copper

foil trap were mounted on a transite table and comprised the bakeable por-

tion of the vacuum system. A rotary vane oil-sealed fore pump and a three-

stage water-cooled oil diffusion pump were used to evacuate the system to

pressures below 10 -7 Tort. Several vacuum gauges and an Octoil-S filled

manometer furnished the system with the capability of operation over a

broad range of measurable pressures. The oil manometer was applicable from

0. i to 20 Torr, the RCA 1946 thermocouple gauge from 1 to I000 m Torr, the

RCA 1949 ionization gauge from 1 to 10 -4 m Tort, and the Westinghouse 5966

Bayard-Alpert gauge at still lower pressures. The range of interest for

this investigation was from 12.5 to 25.5 m Tort; therefore, an RCA 1946

thermocouple gauge, calibrated for xenon with a McLeod gauge, was used

while filling the laser tubes.

In order to protect the system from oil vapors, copper foil and dry ice

cold traps were employed to isolate the main manifold portion of the system.

In the non-bakeable area all,metal Hoke valves were used except for the

greased stopcock between the fore pump and the oil diffusion pump.

In order to safeguard the system in case of a loss of diffusion pump

coolant or a vacuum failure, an electronic leak protect circuit was
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incorporated into the vacuum system. Of the two gas bottles shown in

Figure i, only the xenon bottle was used in this experiment. Barium getters

and cold traps were installed near the necks of the bottles to safeguard the

gas purity.

Since the laser was operated at various xenon pressures, the laser

tubes were permanently connected to the main manifold. A strain loop was

provided to facilitate the necessary movement of the laser tubes during

optical alignment.

3.2 Design of the Xenon Laser

42
The laser tube used in this experiment was of the conventional design.

As shown in Figure 2, it was provided with quartz Brewster angle windows and

employed an external mirror geometry. High-vacuum Torrseal epoxy was used

to cement the quartz windows to the enlarged ends of the tube. In order to

minimize the reflection loss for the plane parallel component of the laser

radiation, the windows were oriented at the Brewster angle. Since the index

of refraction of quartz at 3.51 _ is 1.477, the Brewster angle, which equals

the arc tan 1.477, is approximately 56 °. Two spherical mirrors were employed:

a 30 in. focal length aluminized mirror and a 2.15 m radius dielectric mirror

coated for 99.9 per cent reflectance at 3.51 p.

The capillary portion of the tube consisted of a 35 am length of 2 mm

i.d._ 1 mm wall quartz tubing. The narrow bore capillary provided increased

gain for the 3.51 _ transition and since the laser beam diameter and the

capillary bore were of comparable size, for all practical purposes the entire

plasma interacted with the laser radiation fields. The thin wall of the

quartz tubing served to minimize the microwave power losses. However, in
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order to prevent the capillary portion of the discharge tube from bowing

under the strain placed upon it by the weight of the electrodes, solid glass

rods were epoxied between the two electrodes for rigidity. The laser was

connected directlN to the main manifold which provided a gas reservoir.

A not cathode discharge was maintained using DC excitation, so that

the active laser medium was the positive column of a xenon discharge. The

cathode consisted of a lanthanum boride-coated, vacuum-fired, tantalum wire.

The anode shown in Figure 2 was merely a conventional three-wire barium

getter. Under some circumstances the laser tube was provided with two

identical lanthanum boride-coated filaments in order to facilitate a reversal

of the discharge polarity with respect to the xenon reservoir.

the discharge tube was supported on each end by means of a microscope

s_age which provided both vertical and horizontal degrees of freedom,

necessary for the alignment of the discharge tube within the laser cavity.

Th_ mirror mounts were equipped with adjusting screws to aid in the mirror

alignment and were provided with adjustable iris diaphragms to vary the

mirror aperture°

The entire laser assembly was mounted upon a 14-foot steel I-beam for

structural rigidity_ as is shown in Figure 3. In order to minimize the

effects of room vibration, shock absorbers were provided between the floor

and the table and between tabletop and plywood board, and finally the I-beam

was isolated iro!a the plywood board by four partially inflated rubber inner

tubes°

3_3 Electrical Circuitry for Monitoring Current Variations

Figure 4 schematically illustrates the circuitry used to supply power
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to the xenon discharge and to monitor the laser-induced current quenching.

A 25 K_ load resistor was placed in series with a well regulated 0-5000 v,

0-i00 ma DC power supply. A current of 8 amperes was passed through the

filament of the cathode and a hum-bucking potentiometer was used to minimize

the 60 cps ripple. In order to determine the influence of lasering upon the

discharge current, the laser cavity was mechanically chopped at a 270 cps

rate. Any current fluctuation was detected as a voltage change across the

[500 _ resistor in the cathode arm of the circuit. Since these voltage

changes were typically -- 10 -2 per cent, a 270 cps phase sensitive detector

was employed, which was capable of measuring current changes as small as

I / I _ 10 -5 with reliability. A schematic circuit diagram of this

detector is presented in Appendix C.

The 0.5 mfd capacitor served as a blocking capacitor for any DC current

which might otherwise flow into the phase sensitive detector (PSD). The

reference signal for the PSD was derived from the chopping wheel and was

in phase synchronism with the chopped laser output. Having calibrated the

meter deflection of the PSD with signals of known amplitude, the laser-

induced current change was readily available.

3.4 Microwave Cavity Circuitry

The steady-state electron density was measured using a demountable

C-band microwave cavity operating in the TM010 mode. The cylindrical cavity

encircled a 13 mm length of plasma and had an inside diameter of 48 mm. The

unfilled cavity had a resonant frequency of 4.942 kMc. When the discharge

tube was placed along the cavity axis, a no-plasma cavity Q of _ 2500 was

obtained at a resonant frequency of 4.861 kMc.
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The microwave cavity was mounted between four rods oriented parallel

to the laser axis which permitted alignment of the discharge tube within

the optical cavity without changing the position of the tube within the

_icrowave cavity; furthermore, this means of support facilitated the movement

of the microwave cavity to various positions along the tube. Thus, the

pZas_a properties at various axial locations could be determined with good

spatial resolution.

Care was taken to operate at microwave power levels sufficiently low

(_" :!0 pw) to prevent any plasma heating. With the klystron pulsed on at a

270 cps rate, both the discharge current and the spontaneous emission were

examined for 270 cps perturbations with a phase sensitive detector. Even

at the maximum power levels used, the microwave cavity fields did not disturb

the discharge within detectable limits.

During the measurement of the steady-state electron density, the chop-

ping wheel was inoperative and the laser mirrors were blocked to prevent

laseringo An FXR Test Oscillator was swept in frequency through the cavity

passband by applying a periodic sawtooth modulation upon the reflector of

the klystron. The shift in cavity frequency due to the plasma was measured

w_th a conventional cylindrical cavity wavemeter over a DC current range of

0 to i00 ma for xenon reservoir pressures of 12.5, 18.5 and 25.5 m Torr.

To relate the measured resonant frequency shift of the microwave cavity

_:o the electron density in the portion of the discharge within this cavity,

a computerized solution of the fields within the TMOI 0 cavity was required.

_he computer was programmed to treat the particular case of an inhomogeneous

piasma situated in a cylindrical glass tube, which was oriented along the
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axis of a TM010 microwave cavity. The derivation is presented in Appendix A

a_=d the tabulated values of electron density versus frequency shift appear

i_ Appendix B.

The perturbation in electron number density due to lasering resulted

in periodic shifts of the resonance frequency of the microwave cavity.

These were much too small to be measured reliably with a conventional wave-

meter° The development of a more sensitive diagnostic technique was required.

The apparatus employed in this measurement is illustrated schematically in

Figure 5 and essentially combines the sensitivity of synchronous detection

_th the spatial resolution and inherent accuracy of the microwave cavity

technique. Without elaborate attempts to optimize the sensitivity of this

system, changes in electron density as small as _n /n ~ 3 × 10 -5 were
e e

recorded, well within the requirements of this application.

With the test oscillator operating continuously and swept in frequency

through the cavity passband, the crystal detector sampling the cavity power

j1elds an output voltage which is a Lorentzian function of the input fre-

quency_ centered about the microwave cavity resonance as illustrated in

curve A of Figure 6. However, a laser induced change in electron density

shifts this resonance characteristic to either higher or lower frequencies

and thereby changes the crystal detector voltage when the test oscillator

is operating at a fixed frequency.

The crystal detector is Q times more sensitive to a given percentage

shift in resonant frequency than to an equal percentage change in cavity

Q. 10 Thus, a variation in electron density and the resultant shift in the

:resonance characteristic produces a change in detector voltage that dominates
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o_:er contributions from Q variations. The phase sensitive detector, therefore,

e_sentially "sees" only those variations caused by electron density changes.

Under such conditions the phase sensitive detector indication is an odd

function of the microwave input frequency. Curve B of Figure 6 illustrates

chat these conditions exist at the cathode for a current of 50 ma and a

pressure of 12.5 m Torr.

All experimental points reported here have been recorded under similar

conditions. The effects of Q changes are evident only where the electron

denslty variations are small or where the cavity Q is severely degraded.

Under these circumstances the sign of An and AQ can still be inferred
e

unambiguously, since for a pure frequency shift, the phase sensitive detector

indication is an odd function of the microwave input frequency, whereas an

even function exists if only the cavity Q changes. An example of a case in

which the effects of both An and AQ can he seen is illustrated by Figure 7.
e

At a DC discharge current of 50 ma and for a pressure of 25.5 m Torr, the Q

of the cavity at the center of the tube is significantly degraded, as illus-

trated by Curve A, due to the combined effects of large steady-state electron

densitles and electron collisions with the neutrals and the ions. Curve B,

which depicts the laser-induced perturbation of the cavity fields, is clearly

the superposition of odd and even functions of the microwave frequency. In

this particular case, lasering increases the cavity Q and causes the cavity

resonance to shift to higher frequencies, which is indicative of a positive

An
e

If the 270 cps shift in the cavity resonance characteristic is exactly

compensated by an equal and opposite shift in the microwave source frequency,
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no net change in crystal voltage occurs. The resultant null in the phase

sensitive detector voltage at the proper frequency modulation constitutes a

very accurate method of determining the microwave cavity resonance shift by

comparing it to a measurable microwave source frequency shift. This is

accomplished by modulating the klystron repeller voltage with a 270 cps

square wave of known amplitude, synchronized to the chopped laser output.

As shown in Figure 5, the reference signal triggers a voltage pulse network

producing a square wave of adjustable amplitude. This pulsed modulation

circuitry consistS' of a Tek 162 waveform generator and a Tek 161 pulse

generator in tandem. With both switches in position 1, an appropriate

square wave level can be found to produce the desired null.

To insure that the microwave power level is not also amplitude modulated

at a 270 cps rate and_ hence, spuriously contributing to the synchronous de-

_ector reading, the switches are placed in position 2 and the steady-state

reflector voltage is adjusted for a phase sensitive detector null. A re-

flector voltage can always be found for which the klystron power level is

equal for the two slightly displaced frequencies. For the klystron used in

this experiment, a frequency change of 180 cps per millivolt of reflector

voltage was measured. Thus, a simple measurement of the square wave amplitude

required for complete cavity frequency compensation was sufficient to deter-

mine the very small laser-induced changes in electron density with great

precision.

3°5 Plasma Emissivity Measurements

in order to determine the steady-state electron temperature and its

laser-induced variations, it was necessary to measure the emissivity and
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The apparatus used in the plasma emissivity studies is illustrated schemat-

Ically in Figure I0. To determine the absorptivity of the steady-state

plasma_ the microwave switch is placed in position 1 and the mirrors are

covered to prevent lasering. With the chopping wheel operative, the reference

pnotomultiplier supplies a 270 cps square wave signal to an electronic pulsing

system comprised of a Tek 162 waveform generator and a Tek 161 pulse genera-

tor in tandem. A 270 cps square wave was placed upon the reflector of an

X-13 klystron in order to operate it in a pulsed "on" mode at a frequency

of 8684 Mc.

To insure that the microwave power was not disturbing the plasma, both

the discharge current and the spontaneous light emission were monitored with

a phase sensitive detector for any microwave dependent variations. The

volt:age standing wave ratio was measured employing a conventional X-band

slotted line and a calibrated crystal detector. Since the experiment was

performed at very low power levels, high-gain AC amplifiers were used. This

requxred that the klystron be turned on and off periodically. The ratio of

the standing wave maximum -to-minimum was measured with a Hewlett-Packard

precision attenuator. Standing wave ratios resulting from a double traversal

of the plasma were observed by the insertion of a sliding short at the end of

the demountable section of the waveguide.

The effects of lasering upon the emissivity of the plasma were studied

with only minor modification of the microwave system. The slotted line was

now replaced by a four-port ferrite circulator; the input power entered port

1, and exited port 2 toward the plasma; the signal leaving the plasma after

a double traversal entered port 2 and was detected at port 3 by a crystal
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detector; port 4 was terminated in a matched load. With the klystron now

operating c.w. at 8684 Mc, the laser mirrors uncovered and the chopping wheel

operative, the crystal detector output at port 3 was sent directly into the

phase sensitive detector. Laser-induced changes in the plasma emissivity of

A_/E ~ 5 × 10 -.4- were readily available from the calibrated meter deflection

of the synchronous detector. As in the steady-state case, these measurements

were performed over a current range from 0-100 ma and at pressures of 12.5,

18.5 and 25.5 m Torr.

3.6 Microwave Noise Power Measurements

The schematic diagram of Figure l0 with the microwave switch in position

2 shows the experimental apparatus used to measure the noise power radiated

by the steady-state plasma. During the microwave noise measurement, a stan-

dard noise source was used for comparison purposes, and both mirrors were

covered to prevent lasering. Both the signal from the standard noise source

and that radiated from the test plasma were chopped at a 270 cps rate. The

signal from the standard noise source was 180 ° out of phase with that of the

plasma and its amplitude could be adjusted using a precision attenuator.

Both signals entered the same arm of a balanced mixer via different entrance

ports of a calibrated 3 db direction coupler. The plasma signal suffered a

3.1 db attenuation and the standard noise source signal a 3.5 db attenuation

upon passing through the directional coupler. The superimposed signals were

heterodyned in frequency with an X-13 local oscillator operating at a fre-

quency of 8624 Mc, which is 60 Mc below the frequency at which the emissivity

measurements were taken. The beat frequency was amplified by a General Radio

60 Mc iof. strip and sent into a phase sensitive detector. When the amplitude
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of the signal from the standard noise source was adjusted for a null PSD

meter deflection, the two signals leaving the directional coupler were of

equal magnitude.

The 270 cps modulation of the noise radiated from the test plasma was

made possible through the use of a Philco IN3093 crystal diode switch. When

properly biased, this diode could be operated in either an"open"or"closed"

mode. A negative ll-volt bias resulted in a 33 db mismatch whereas a posi-

tive 2.5 v bias introduced only a 2.0 db attenuation at a frequency of 8684

_Co The 270 cps chopped signal from the reference photomultiplier served

several functions; not only did it provide a reference signal for the phase

sensitive detector, but it also controlled the switching mode of the crystal

diode switch and the pulsed operation of the standard noise source. A

schematic of the crystal diode biasing circuit can be found in Appendix C.

When the diode switch was operated in the "closed" mode, it acted as an

additional source of microwave noise and had to be corrected for in the

calculation of the plasma radiation temperature.

Measurements of the change in radiated noise power induced by lasering

were made by slightly modifying the microwave circuit shown in Figure i0.

7he 3 db directional coupler and the crystal diode switch were replaced by

a calibrated i0 db directional coupler. The signal from the plasma arm was

sent into the low-loss arm of the directional coupler. With the laser mirrors

uncovered and the optical cavity mechanically chopped at a 270 cps rate, the

noise power radiated by the plasma is weakly modulated at a rate synchronized

with the chopped laser output. Once again the amplitude of the chopped signal

is compared with a similarly modulated signal from the standard noise source
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by m_eans of the phase sensitive detector. Changes as small as

_T /v , _ 5 × 10 -.4
rad" raa were obtainable° These measurements were also

carried out over a cu:rrent range of 0-I00 ma at pressures of 12.5, 18.5

and 25°5 m Torro

Y_gure il is a photograph of the microwave apparatus employed in the

emissivity and noise po_er measurements.

3°7 Spectrosco_

Wi_:h the chopping wheel inoperative the steady-state intensity of the

spontaneous emission radiated perpendicular to the axis of the tube (side-

light) was _onitored using a Hilger-Watts grating monochromator in conjunc-

tio_ with a p:aoto_ul.tiplier. Depending upon the wavelength of the transition

invo]ved_ either an RCA 7102 or a 931A photomultiplier was used° In order to

determine the spatial dependence of the sidelight intensity, measurements

_ere taken at various points along the discharge tube with the aid of a

quartz fiber light plpe.

The apparatus employed for investigating the effects of lasering upon

_he exciI:ed state populations in xenon is illustrated in Figure 12. Normal-

ized changes in sidelight intensity of 10 -4 were obtained using phase sensi-

tive detection° For optically thin portions of the discharge_ the intensity

of the spontaneous emission is proportional to the population of the upper

level of the transitiono 43 Therefore_ the sidelight is a convenient means of

monitoring the populat:ion of the excited atoms.

The 3o51 _ (5 d33-_ 6 P22 ) laser output was monitored using a Hilger

prism spectrometer in conjunction with an indium antimonide (InSb) photo-

voltaic cell operati.ng at 77°K. The output of the InSb detector was fed into

a transistorized ].o_-noise amplifier whose circuit is presented in Appendix C.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

In this chapter the observations and results of a broad range of micro-

wave_ spectroscopic and electronic experiments are discussed in detail. The

material is presented in three parts. The first deals with the steady-state

properties of the xenon laser discharge. The current_ spatial and pressure

dependence of such quantities as electron density, electron temperature_

neutral gas density_ the population of atoms in the various excited states

and local population inversion of the laser transition are presented

over a current range of 0 to 100 ma and at pressures of 12.5_ 18.5 and 25.5

m Torr.

The following section deals with effects of lasering upon the elec-

tron gas parameters (current, density and temperature). On the basis of the

perturbation of the electron gas_ a model is proposed to account for the

observed current quenching and the related variations in the electron density

and temperature. The model suggests that cumulative (stepwise) processes

within the lasering discharge are of considerable importance. The decreased

electron density and the corresponding increase in electron temperature at

low currents is attributed primarily to decreased electronic ionization from

the 5 d state during lasering. On the other hand_ it is suggested that
33

increased ionization from the xenon metastables during lasering becomes more

important at higher currents and accounts for an enhanced electron density

and a temperature decrease.

In the final section of this chapter spectroscopic observations of the

laser-induced sidelight variations are presented as confirming evidence of

the proposed model. Excitation from the 6 s metastables is shown to become
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increasingly more important as the steady-state electron and metastable

densities increase. In fact, it is demonstrated that in the region near

the anode, such processes can completely destroy the local inverted popu-

lation.

4.1 Characteristics of the Xenon Laser Discharge

The pure xenon laser discharges studied experimentally were produced

in a narrow-bore capillary over a reservoir pressure range of 12.5 to 25.5

m Torr. Under such conditions a longitudinal gradient of the discharge

properties was established due to electrophoretic effects within the inter-

electrode volume. This variation was quite apparent from a visual examina-

tion of the color of the discharge, which exhibited a distinct gradation

along the tube. Spectral line intensity measurements shown in Figure 13

experimentally confirmed that an axial inhomogeneity was established in the

discharge. At all four currents the 9923 _ transition exhibited a marked

increase in sidelight intensity toward the anode, indicating an increase in

the 6 P22 population in this region. The contributions to the laser output

are directly dependent upon the local population inversion in the xenon dis-

charge. A thorough understanding of this axial gradient is essential in

order to identify the mechanisms responsible for lasering and to determine

the effects of the optical laser fields upon the plasma medium.

Spatially resolved electron density measurements were obtained as a

function of the discharge current, using a demountable TM010 microwave

cavity as was discussed in the previous chapter. Figure 14(a) shows that for

each of the three xenon pressures, a longitudinal gradient in the electron

density was established. For constant discharge current, the electron
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concent:ration is greatest at the anode end of the capillary. This gradient

appears linear at the cathode, but departs significantly from linearity and

increases More rapidly toward the anode. Similar variations were observed

for discharge currents other than 50 ma, with measured axial electron den-

sities generally lying between 8 X i0 I0 cm-3 and 2 Z 1012 cm-3

In Figure 14(a) increasing the xenon pressure yields an i_creased elec-

tron density for the same current and axial position. This is probably be-

cause a larger number of neutral atoms are available for ionization at higher

pressures. Therefore, it may be inferred that the observed axial gradients

in electron density are accompanied by similar gradients in neutral xenon

pressure. Such anode-dlrected inhomogeneities in electron and neutral con-

centrations have been reported by other investigators 44'45 as well and are

a consequence of a net electronic momentum transfer to the neutral gas.

Langmuir 46 and Druyvesteyn 47 have theoretically analyzed _uch gradier+s

in a positive column of a DC discharge and have attributed them to electro-

phoretic phenomena. More recently Leiby 48 has suggested the existence of

additional volume forces which ¢an ¢._ntribute to an anode-directed neutral

gas flow.

Since both electrons and ions experience equal and opposite forces due

to the applied electric field, the time rate of momentum increase must be

equal but opposite in sign for each species, i.e.,

F_ = qe E = (4-1)
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The rate at which momentum is transferred to the neutral gas by electronic

and ionic elastic collisions is related to their respective neutral collision

frequencies v

dP n

-. G p± v± (4-2)dt

G is the proportion of the momentum which is transferred to a neutral per

collision and p. is just the linear momentum of the jth constituent of the
3

plasma. The collision frequency can be expressed as the product of Q the
+ ,

cross section for momentum transfer, v the relative velocity of the
+ rel."

collision partners and N , the neutral density. Therefore,
n

dP n

dt - G p+ N n Q± v± rel.
(4-3)

whlch indicates that if Q+ increases with p+ , the rate at which the neutrals

are receiving momentum from the charged species of the plasma increases faster

than p

In the steady state, a condition must be reached for which the momentum

loss rate and the momentum gain rate are equal for each species. Since it

has already been established that the rate of momentum gain from the applied

field is the same for both electrons and ions, then the rate at which they

lose momentum must also be equal. In an infinite plasma, the main momentum

loss mechanism is that involving the neutrals. Therefore, the electrons and

ions collisionally transfer momentum to the neutral gas at the same rate, so

that neither species delivers more momentum to the neutrals than the other.
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However, in a closed tube, this balance can be disrupted by the preferential

loss of ion momentum to the walls.

Electronic wall potentials tend to equalize the rates at which electrons

and ions arrive at the wall, and since the mass of the ion is vastly greater

than that of the electron, more axial momentum is lost to the walls by the

ions than by the electrons. As a consequence of this inequality in wall

loss rates, a net axial momentum is imparted to the neutral gas by the elec-

trons. The resultant neutral gas flow towards the anode, designated 48 as

"anaphoresis," establishes an anode-directed pressure gradient in discharge

tubes which are constructed with no gas return paths. Upon reversal of the

discharge polarity, it was observed that measured electron densities were

still greater towards the anode. However, since the gas reservoir was ap-

pended to the anode in this configuration, the electron density gradient was

considerably smaller because of a reduced pressure differential. Thus, the

observed longitudinal variations in discharge properties were the result of

an anode-directed gas flow within the closed tube.

The anaphoretic nonuniformity observed in the xenon laser discharges

provided a broad range of discharge conditions with a single gas fill. That

is, the effects of increased pressure could be studied by simply observing

quantities closer to the anode. Thus, for the range of variables considered

experimentally, the effect upon electron density of moving towards the anode

was equivalent to increasing the gas pressure for the same axial location.

Figure 14(b)shows the current dependence of the steady-state electron number

density at a pressure of 18.5 m Tort, with axial location as a parameter:

The uppermost curve A represents the anode location, whereas the lowermost
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curve E represents the cathode. Curves B, C and D represent data recorded

at equally spaced intermediate axial locations separated by 8 cm. At the

low-pressure cathode extreme, a linear increase of electron number density

is seen, whereas a significant departure from linearity is observed at large

currents for the high-pressure anode situation. This rapid increase in elec-

tron density could result from the anaphoretic pressure differential, which

has been shown to increase with discharge current. 17'20

Insofar as the gas pressure near the cathode is essentially independent

of discharge current, a linear increase with increasing current is quite

reasonable. On the other hand, since the neutral gas pressure near the

anode increases with discharge current, the electron density might be ex-

pected to increase with current at a greater than linear rate. However,

cumulative ionization due to a large metastable population may also contribute

to the observed current dependence.

At low currents, the ionization proceeds primarily by direct electron

impact from the ground state and the electron density is expected to linearly

increase with discharge current. However, as the electron density rises, the

rate at which excited states are produced also increases. As these states,

in turn, populate the long-lived 6 s xenon metastables, ionization via elec-

tron impact with the metastables becomes exceedingly more probable.

Xe (6 s) + e _ Xe + + e + e (4-4)

The metastable contribution to the electron production rate can be

expressed in terms of N6s and ne ' the metastable and electron densities,

respectively.
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dn

e >i
dt = n < g v (4-5)e N6s 6s

by metastables

The term < ff v >i is the velocity averaged product of the relative velocity
6s

v and the collisional cross section a for ionization to occur from the 6 s

level. Ionization from the metastable levels requires N 8.5 ev less energy

than from the ground state. In the steady state, the electron production

and loss rates must be equal, and since less energy need be expended to

balance the loss rate when metastable ionization becomes important, a de-

crease in the electron temperature is expected in this region.

The steady-state measurements of the electron temperature in xenon,

which assumed a Maxwellian velocity distribution, indicated that the temper-

atures typically ranged between 8,000 and i0,000 OK, which is reasonable on

the basis of the low ionization potential of xenon. It should be pointed

out that the Maxwellian velocity distribution for the electrons in a low-

pressure narrow-bore xenon discharge has been experimentally verified by

Wada and Hell 49 by means of an electron energy spectrometer. The electron

temperatures displayed a noticeable decrease in the current range where the

effects of cumulative ionization were expected to be significant. Cumulative

ionization involving metastable levels has also been observed and reported

in other noble gas discharges. 50,51 Although it is likely that both effects

contribute to this behavior, experimental evidence to be presented demon-

strates that cumulative processes play an important role in excitation as

well as ionization.

The onset of cumulative processes signifies that collisional reactions

detrimental to laser population inversion have become important. This is
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_]lu_trated in Figure 15, where laser output is presented as a function of

discharge current for three xenon pressures. At 18.5 m Torr, the laser

o o_:put peaks at a discharge current of 53 ma. Referring to Figure 14(b),

1_ is seen that above this current the electron density dependence is

distinctly nonlinear towards the anode. A similar correlation was observed

for nigher and lower pressures, indicating that the collisional mechanisms

_esponsible for cumulative ionization might also contribute to the destruc-

t:_on of population inversions.

This relationship can be understood by considering the processes res-

ponsible for the creation of population inversions. Figure 16 is a simplified

52

energy level diagram for xenon, showing the 3.51 p (5d33 _ 6P22) laser

r:cansition° Since the neutral xenon ground state consists of a (5p) 6 closed

s_e[l_ the 5p 5 (ms) and 5p 5 (nd) states (m > 5; n > 4) are preferred for

53
direct electron impact excitation on the basis of electric dipole selection

:cu]es, Thus, the 5d33 level in xenon is electronically pumped from the ground

s_at:e, whereas the 6P22 level is populated primarily through multiple radia-

tive cascade from higher-lying s and d levels. Furthermore, from Tables 1

and 2 53 the calculated lifetimes of the 5d33 and 6P22 levels are 135 X l0 -8

sec and 4,4 X 10 -8 sec, respectively; these calculations were performed using

54
the Bates-Damgaard approximation.

Resonant trapping of ultraviolet emission to the ground state 19'20

further prolongs the lifetime of the 5d levels. It is through this selec-

tive electronic pumping and favorable lifetime ratio that unsaturated gains

of up to 70 db/m have been observed 55 for the strongly allowed 3.51 _ transi-

t:ion in xenon. However, as the discharge current is increased, the 6s
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TABLE I

ESTIMATED LIFETIMES OF THE 5d STATES OF XENON

USING THE BATES-DAMGAARD APPROXIMATION

Spectroscopic Notation

Racah Systematic

Estimated

Lifetime

0

5d [ 2 i/2 ]3

0
5d [ 2 1/2 ]2

0
5d [ I z/2 ]i

o
5d [ 1 1/2 ]2

0

5d [ 3 I/2 ]3

0
5d [ 3 1/2 ]4

0

5d [ z/2 ]1

o
5d [ 1/2 ]I

5d23

5d22

5dll

5d12

5d33

5d34

5dol

5do0

-8
72 × i0

91

24

238

135

537

275

236

sec



TABLE 2

ESTIMATED LIFETIMES OF THE 6p STATES OF XENON

US ING THE BATES-DAMGAARD APPROXIMATION

7O

Spectroscopic Notation

Raca:a Systematic

Estimated

Lifetime

6p [ 1/2 ]0

6;: [ 3/2 ]2

6p [ 3/2 ]1

_p[ 5/2 ]
3

6p [ _/2 ]2

6p [:1/2 ]1

6Po0

6P12

6Pll

6P23

6P22

6Pll

-8
2.7 XI0

2.7

3.4

3.2

4.4

4.6

sec
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metasI:ab,.es b_comemore populous and begin to affect the laser population

inversion. Sponl:aneousemission from the 6p levels to the metastables be-

comes radiative].y t:rapped_ and electronic collisions can excite the metas-

tables dJ:rectly into the 6p states.

Xe (6s)+. h v -_ Xe (6p) (4-6)

Xe (6s> _ e -_ Xe (6p) + e (4-7)

In particc, l.ar, these processes serve to populate the 6P2 2 lower laser level

and deg:cade 1.be i.n-ersion, causing a decreased laser output at higher

currents°

Enhanced electronic production due to cumulative ionization is surely

accompanied by a cumul.ative excitation of xenon energy levels, particularly

from the _ong-lived 6s metastables. Thus, it is consistent that evidence of

cumul.a_ive ionization occurs for the same discharge conditions at which a

decreased laser output is observed. For each pressure investigated, the

peak ]ase:c output occurred at a discharge current corresponding to an anode

elect:con den sit3_ of ~ 1012 -3cm This appears to be the electron density at

which cumuiat:ive effects commence, contributing to a degraded laser output

and possibly to the nonlinear dependence of electron density upon discharge

current° Spectzoscopic evidence to be presented further indicates that these

cumulative processes become dominant at high electron number densities. In

the fo]lo_ing sections the effects of the laser fields upon these steady-

st:ate conditions will be presented, and an increased understanding of the

collisionai processes will follow from these studies.
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4o_ the Effects of Lasering upon the Electron Gas

_:_: has been established both theoretically and experimentally that the

o_ of lasering can dramatically alter excited state populations within

t:he act:lye laser medium through radiative and collisional relaxation pro-

ce_ses, i._2_3,4_ 5 These changes occur even when the active medium is not

_:_ a_ optical cavity but is irradiated by resonant laser fields. In

add_on_ the somewhat remarkable observation has been made 6'7'8'9 that

i asecang in He-Ne mixtures can also influence the discharge current flowing

_n:c0ugh t:he He-Ne gas discharge. These observations have been confirmed

_ere for tne 6328 _ 1.15 _ and 3.39 p transitions in neon with current

8
q_:e_culngs of up to 2 per cent having been observed. The present investi-

gab:on is concerned with similar qbservations using the 3.51 p laser transi-

tion in xenon, which indicate that the quenching phenomenon is not peculiar

to the He-Ne system but is, in fact, the consequence of electronic colli-

_i_cal processes which occur within all gas discharges. Spatially resolved

:_:easurements of the effects of lasering upon the electron density and

temperature are presented and are shown to be consistent with the observed

discharge current behavior.

4.2.1 Laser-Induced Current Quenching

'The first experimental evidence 6 that laser fields could affect the

state of the electron gas was the observed decrease in the discharge current

during lasering. In xenon at a pressure of 18.5 m Torr, Figure 17 illustrates

_:he change in discharge current due to lasering. Similar curves were obtained

at the other pressures investigated. The quenching generally follows the

laver output, and in this case reaches a maximum quenching of ~ 14 pa at

65 _a (_ 0.02 per cent quenching). This current quenching in xenon is notably
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s,::a:]ler than the 2 per cent observed in the He-Ne mixtures. Furthermore, a

d_s_:nct dip or minimum in the current quenching characteristic was observed

eo:ns_stently beyond the peak quenching. As seen in Figure 17, this minimum

_s quite pronounced, and for this pressure occurs at a current of 85 ma.

'!iuis feature of the current quenching indicates that several counteracting

effect:s of lasering possibly compete for dominance within the discharge tube.

It must be recalled that due to anaphoretic effects the discharge is

not: axially homogeneous, so that physical processes important at one end of

:_e tube could be completely overwhelmed by competing processes at the other.

Since the discharge current is a spatially integrated quantity, it reflects

0"l]7 the net result of this competition along the tube length. Furthermore,

_:Ue cucrent: is composed of contributions from local electron number densities

_Ld d:cift velocities. That is,

I = ne ev d A (4-8)

_here :[ is the total discharge current, A is the cross-sectional area and n
e'

and e are the electronic density, drift velocity and charge, respectively.d

Th_s; for a particular current the laser-induced current quenching is also

ac integrated quantity dependent upon the spatially resolved values of elec-

r::von density and drift velocity changes due to lasering° In order to deter-

_r_e the specific nature of these electronic perturbations, it is necessary

t:o have spatially resolved measurements of the electron parameters.

4.2.2 Laser-Induced Electron Densit 7 Perturbation

As was discussed in the previous chapter, the small change's incurred by

the electron density were measured through the use of a demountable TM010
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microwave cavity and a phase sensitive detector. The microwave cavity pro-

vided the required spatial resolution and the phase sensitive detector fur-

nished the high sensitivity necessary to measure the small shifts in resonant

frequency brought about by lasering.

The solution of the electromagnetic boundary value problem, discussed

in Appendix A, reveals that these shifts are proportional to changes in elec-

tron number density. Three pressures were investigated, and since the de-

mountable cavity could be moved along the length of the discharge tube, data

at several tube locations were also obtained. Figure 18 shows typical electron

density changes due to lasering for three axial tube locations at a xenon

pressure of 25.5 m Torr. Positive values of _n represent enhancements,
e

whereas negative values represent depletions.

These curves demonstrate conclusively that quenching of the laser dis-

charge current is, in fact, partially due to a decrease in electron number

density during lasering. As the discharge current is increased, the electron

-3
density depletion reaches a maximum of between 1.O and 2.0 X l09 cm for

each axial location. In the high-pressure anode limit, this peak occurs for

lower discharge currents, and a spike due to spurious laser oscillations is

often observed. However, this disturbance is not troublesome, and in almost

every case the peak depletion is found to correspond to an electron density

of _ 5 X I0 II -3cm Thus, the maximum electron density decrease lies between

0.2 and 0.4 per cent, substantially greater than the peak current quenching

of 0.02 per cent. Presuming that the electron density changes at the center

of the tube approximately represent an average variation along the tube

length, the electron density variation of Figure 19 may be compared with the

current quenching of Figure 17 at the same pressure. It is seen that the
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peak value of the density depletion occurs about 20 ma prior to the peak

value of the current quenching. This indicates that although the current

quenching is certainly closely related to the electron density depletion,

the change in current cannot be completely explained without also considering

the drift velocity change, since

A I Ane AVd

--I = n e + Vd (4-9)

A remarkable feature of the electron density change is that for electron

densities in excess of 8 × 1011 -3cm , the electron concentration is actually

enhanced due to lasering as seen in curves (b) and (c) of Figure 18. This

change in the polarity of _n indicates the dominance of a different physical
e

process at these higher densities. This enhancement of the electron density

may account for the anomalous dip in the current quenching curve of Figure 17,

since both occur over the same current range. At the anode this electron

density enhancement occurs at lower discharge currents due to the axial in-

homogeneities in the steady-state plasma. Consequently, the effects of

lasering upon the electron gas at one end of the laser may be entirely dif-

ferent than those at the other end.

It is clear that the physical processes resulting in enhancements and

depletions of electron density during lasering must involve the gas of the

excited atoms. The intense laser fields interact strongly with the resonant

laser transition in the active medium, and through a net stimulated emission

they drastically alter both the upper and lower laser level populations.

This is the primary, first-order effect of lasering upon the active material,
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and any further effects must necessarily originate from this fundamental

interaction. In particular, within a gaseous laser medium, various colli-

sional reactions with the laser levels can couple this disturbance to the

electron gas and to other excited atoms. Thus, the decrease in electron

density due to lasering must be primarily associated with the marked decrease

in upper laser level population. The reaction'proposed to account for the

decreased electron production is

Xe(5d33) + e _ Xe + + e + e - 2.05 ev
(4-1o)

and is similar to that suggested 4'8'9 to explain observed discharge current

decreases in He-Ne lasers. It is apparent that insofar as the Xe(5d33)

population contributes to electron production through this cumulative ioniza-

tion process, its net conversion into Xe(6P22) states during lasering serves

to decrease ionization from the Xe(5d33) level. Providing that the conver-

sion products are not more rapidly ionized than the Xe(5d33) , then a net

decrease in electron production through cumulative ionization is the result.

With electron production thus inhibited, the tube voltage must increase to

attempt to maintain the same discharge current. Thus, the tube impedance

is effectively increased by laserlng, and electron density and current flow

are decreased.

In xenon for electron densities below -- 8 X 1011 -3cm , decreased electron

production from the 5d33 level appears to dominate over other processes.

Since in depopulating the 5d33 state the stimulated emission of 3.51 _ radia-

tion increases the energy required for ionization from 2.05 to 2.41 ev, fewer
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electrons are energetically capable of ionizing an atom in the 6p22 state.

Furthermore, the 6P22 lower laser level rapidly radiates to the 6s metas-

tables with a calculated lifetime of 4.4 X 10 -8 sec, so that the effective

de-excitation due to lasering is from the 5d33 to the 6s levels s a change

of _ 1.7 ev. Despite the fact that ionization from the 6P22 or 6s levels

might be more probable• the lower energy requirement apparently favors

greater ionization from the 5d33 level for these discharge conditions. The

situation is reversed, however, at higher currents or pressures (n e > 1012

cm-3). As seen in Figures 17(b), 17(c) and 18• the electron density in-

creases due to lasering; for these discharge conditions• increased ioniza-

tion from the enhanced 6P22 and 6s metastables overcomes the reduced 5d33

ionization, resulting in a net increase in electron production. Since the

metastables are long-lived and more populous at these higher electron den-

sities• it is likely that the cumulative process is predominantly

Xe(6Sll , 6s12) + e --_ Xe + + e + e - (3.6, 3.8 ev) (4-ll)

although the 6P22 and 6s t levels are known to contribute to a lesser extent.

Spectroscopic observations presented in the following section confirm the

existence of such cumulative processes involving the 6s levels. Moreover,

it should be noted that significant cumulative ionization occurs in a region

where n > 1012 -3cm In Figure 14(b) the electron density departs from
e •

linearity in approximately the same density range.

4.2.3 Laser-Induced Electron Temperature Variation

Since the electron density is quite definitely dependent upon lasering•

it is only reasonable to expect the electron mean energy to also display some



laser dependence. At low electron densities when the net ionization is

reduced by lasering due to reaction (4-10), fewer electrons experience in-

elastic ionizing collisions with the upper laser level. That is, approxi-

3
mately 109 fewer electrons per cm lose the 2.05 ev kinetic energy of

reaction (4-10) during lasering. Consequently, the electron gas retains

more kinetic energy due to the stimulated cascade of lasering. Moreover,

the increase intube voltage further tends to increase electron energy.

Conversely, at higher electron densities some 109 more electrons per cm 3

lose the -- 3.7 ev of reaction (4-11) in contributing to the enhanced elec-

tron production. Thus, on the basis of this model, the mean electron energy

would be expected to increase during electron density depletion, and decrease

during the enhancement. Furthermore, at the transition point where

_n = 0, the greater energy lost to increased metastable ionization should
e

generally tend to overwhelm the smaller energy saved through decreased 5d33

ionization.

The behavior expected upon the basis of the proposed cumulative ioniza-

tion model is confirmed experimentally by radiometric measurements. It has

been shown 39 that when the angle between the electric field vector in the

waveguide and the axis of the discharge tube are perpendicular, Kirchhoff's

radiation law for gaseous discharges can be expressed simply as

Prad. = k Trad. £ (4-12)

whe re



P
rad.

k

T
rad.

£
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= noise power radiated from the discharge into the waveguide

per unit frequency interval

= Boltzmann's constant

= temperature of the radiator

= emissivity of the radiator

It has been experimentally verified that the steady-state electron

velocity distribution is Maxwellian for low-pressure, narrow-bore, xenon

49
dlscharges. However, as soon as the discharge begins to laser, the distri-

bution function instantaneously departs from a Maxwellian due to the highly

sel.ect]ve sinks and sources of electron energy associated with the laser

levels. However, the large electron-electron collision frequency quickly

redistributes the electron energies and re-establishes a Maxwellian distri-

bution of a slightly different electron temperature.

Therefore, the incremental change in electron temperature due to lasering

can be expressed as

_Te _Prad° _6

T P £
e rad.

(4-13)

Over the current range of interest, both the emissivity and the noise power

were influenced by the onset of lasering. In general, the behavior of the

laser-induced electron temperature perturbations is consistent with that

proposed on the basis of the cumulative ionization model° Figure 20 is a

plot of the electron temperature perturbation as a function of discharge

current at the center of the tube for a xenon pressure of 18.5 m Torr.
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If _T is compared with _n of Figure'19, it is quite apparent that the
e e

electron temperature is enhanced when the density is depleted by lasering

and decreased when the electron density is enhanced. In fact, the peak

variations occur at about the same values of the discharge current. This

same functional relation between AT
e

and tube positions.

However, the fact that both An
e

and An occurs at other pressures
e

and AT change polarity at practicallye

the same current indicates that decreased ionization from the upper laser

level is not the only mechanism contributing to a laser-induced increase in

the electron energy. Purely on the basis of reactions (4-10) and (4-11),

the laser-induced electron temperature change would be expected to reverse

polarity considerably sooner than observed. It is suggested that super-

elastic collisions with the xenon metastables may in part account for the

observed behavior of the electron temperature during lasering.

Additional support of the electron temperature measurements is furnished

by the experimentally observed changes in the plasma-filled cavity Q due to

lasering. When the contributions of the competing reactions, (4-10) and (4-11),

approximately nullify one another, the net change in electron density is very

small and a good qualitative indication of the change _Q is available. Since

the loaded Q is inversely proportional to the microwave losses, the plasma

contribution to the Q varies inversely as the real part of its microwave

56
conductivity. Thus, if electron-neutral collisions are more important than

2 2
electron-ion collisions and v <<

m

)-1Q cc (ffREAL)-1 cc (n v (4-14)e m



where v is the total electron-neutral collision frequency for momentum
m

transfer and _ is the angular frequency of the applied microwave signal.

Incrementally, this relation may be expressed as

(AQ/Q) = - (.An /n ) - ( Av /v )
e e m m

(4-15)

so that for small electron density changes, the percentage changes in Q and

v should be approximately equal and opposite.
m

For these conditions, the

collision frequency is an increasing function of electron energy, so that

an increase in Q signifies a decrease in mean electron energy. In general,

for the pressures and axial positions investigated, the currents for which

_Q turned positive were about 5 ma less than those for which _n = 0.
e

Further confirmation of the measurements of _T are supplied by the
e

calculated change in electron drift velocity due to lasering. The drift

velocity v d is a monotonically increasing function of mean electron

energy, 57'58'59 and its changes can be computed using Equation (4-1).

Taking increments, this becomes

(LkVd/Vd) = (AI/I) - (Ane/ne) (4-16)

Since current is a spatially integrated quantity, however, electron density

measurements must be taken at some average position along the discharge tube.

This location was determined by graphical integration of the measured axial

electron density gradient shown in Figure 14(a), and for a pressure of 1.8.5

m Torr was found to be 4.0 cm from the geometric center towards the anode.
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Using these measured values of _I/I and _n /n drift velocity changes
e e'

were computed and are presented in Table 3. The drift velocity and, hence,

the electron temperature increase with lasering up to about 60 ma. For

larger currents the electron temperature is decreased by lasering. Thus,

both the change in Q measurements and the computed drift velocity variations

are in good qualitative agreement with the radiometric observations and

confirm the predictions of the cumulative ionization model.

Electronic collisions with excited xenon atoms transfer the initial

laser-induced perturbation to both the electron number density and to the

average electron energy. These changes in the state of the electron gas can

further influence excited state populations through additional electron col-

lisions with both ground state and excited xenon atoms. Hence, collisional

as well as radiative processes can distribute the initial perturbation to

excited levels; The following section describes these interactions experi-

mentally and presents further evidence of the cumulative process.

4.3 Effects of Lasering upon the Excited Atomic State Populations

The population of an excited state is dependent upon the processes which

create the state and the relaxation mechanisms which destroy it. In a multi-

level energy system, these reactions for each level are intricately inter-

connected_ every source is accompanied by a loss from some other state. Thus,

the selective conversion of the upper laser level into the lower during laser-

ing affects the populations of all states dependent even indirectly upon the

laser levels. In a gaseous discharge, these source and relaxation processes

are generally either radiative or collisional, or some combination of the two.
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EXPERIMENTALLY OBSERVED LASER-INDUCED CURRENT

AND ELECTRON DENSITY DECREASES

AND COMPUTED CHANGES IN ELECTRON DRIFT VELOCITY

AT A XENON PRESSURE OF 18.5 m Tort

WITH ALL QUANTITIES EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF THEIR NON-LASERING VALUES

Current Laser-Induced Perturbations

An Av d
l(ma) /k_._.II_ e _

I n v de

20

30

40

45

50

55

60

65

-2
- 2.08 XIO

- 2.30

- 2.16

- 2.08

- 2.05

- 2.10

- 2.43

- 1.97

- 1.97 X i0 -I

- 5.64

- 3.30

- 2.62

- 1.90

- 0.75

- 0.23

"_0

+ i. 86 X i0 -I

+ 5.41

+ 3.08

+ 2.41

+ 1.69

+ 0.54

- 0.01

- 0.20
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Thus_ the investigation of excited state population adjustments to lasering

is in reality the study of the complex radiative and collisional coupling of

energy levels within the excited state gas.

Since the primary effect of lasering is the stimulated radiative emission

from upper to lower laser level, changes in spontaneous emission from these

levels are termed as primary radiative perturbations and are generally the

strongest of all line intensity perturbations. Similarly, the subsequent

transmission of these changes to other energy levels through spontaneous

radiative emission is designated as a secondary radiative process. Various

types of collisions between perturbed species can also couple the disturbance

to other energy levels; this group includes both electron-atom and atom-atom

c:oilisions. In general_ these perturbations are noticeably smaller than

_:hose due to radiative processes. In the low-pressure xenon discharges

studied here, both primary and secondary radiative processes are evident,

and the effects of electronic collisions wlth neutral and excited xenon atoms

a:re seen. However, because of the low pressures and the massive nature of

the xenon atom, no evidence of collisional mixing due to atom_atom colll-

sions 2_4;60 was observed.

The spectral variations investigated here provided a great wealth of

data concerning excited state populations, but only a few representative

line intensity changes will be presented for purposes of illustration. For

each discharge line discussed, many others were observed to display the same

behavior. Figure 21 presents intensity changes due to lasering for three

spectral lines, together with the corresponding changes in electron density.

These quantities were measured as a function of current at the center of the
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discharge tube at a xenon pressure of 18.5 m Torr. Positive values signify

enhancements_and negative values denote quenchings. The 9923 _ (6P22 _ 6Sll)

_aciation of curve (a) represents a primary radiative perturbation, since

_;nis transition originates on the lower laser level. This enhancement is

caused by stimulated emission from the 5d33 state into the 6P22 , and follows

the laser output of Figure 15 quite closely up to its peak at 53 ma. This is

consistent with the optical maser theory of Lamb61 which states that the

:cadiative perturbation of the population of the laser levels is proportional

to the radiation field intensity.

However, for currents beyond the peak of the laser output, it is apparent

thal stimulated emission from the 5d33 level is not the only mechanism con-

t:ributing to the enhanced 6P22 population. In this region, cumulative effects

In_olving the 6s metastables become important. Beyond 80 ma, curve (d) of

Figure 21 shows the results of increased ionization from the 6s metastables

during iasering. The secondary peak in the 9923 _ sidelight enhancement at

_ 90 ma indicates that the increased ionization is accompanied by increased

excitation from the xenon metastables into the 6p states. Both the electron

density increase and the secondary enhancement of the 9923 _ sidelight occur

over the same current range. As would be expected, exactly the same behavior

is exhibited by the 9045 _ (6P22 _ 6s12 ) xenon transition which also begins

o:n the lower laser level of the 3.51 _ laser.

'The 8819 _ (6P23 _ 6s12) transition of curve (b) is representative of

a secondary radiative perturbation in which the decrease in upper laser level

popuiation is radiatively coupled to an allowed lower-lying level, which in

this case is the 6P23 level. In accordance with the j-_ coupling selection
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rules; the only quantum mechanically allowed decay routes for atoms in the

13

5d33 state are to either the 6P22 or the 6P23 level. As shown in Table 4,

spontaneous emission to the 6P22 level is 20 times more probable than to the

6P23 state; nevertheless, it is sufficiently strong that any changes in the

5d33 level are reflected in the population of the 6P23 state. Consequently,

the depletion of the 5d33 level during lasering decreases the 6P23 population.

Hence, the 8819 _ emission is quenched in accordance with the laser field

strengths. At low currents, the laser-induced variations of electron and

metastable density are of the opposite polarity, so that changes due to

cumulative excitation should be small. Above 80 ma, however, increased

excitation from the 6s metastables begins to compete with the secondary

radiative process causing a distinct decrease in the sidelight quenching.

This again coincides with the peak of the electron number density enhancement

which has been attributed to increased ionization of the 6s metastableso

The 7642 _ (6P_l -_6s_0) transition of curve (c) originates on a level

which lies above both laser levels and is not optically connected to either

the laser levels or the 6s metastableso Nonetheless, this line is also

affected due to 3.51 _ laser action, even though the connection to the laser

level perturbation is clearly nonradiative. The obvious similarity between

this sidelight variation and the electron density changes of curve (d) indi-

cates that electronic collisions are responsible. The 6s' metastables are

the most likely collision partners, since they are long-lived and are radi-

atively coupled to the 6p', but not the 6p, levels. It is also possible

that radiative cascade from perturbed higher-lying levels could contribute

to this disturbance. For each of the discharge lines illustrated in Figure

21, evidence is seen of cumulative excitation into the 6p and 6p' levels
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through the reactions 24

and

Xe(6s) + e -, Xe(6p) + e - K.E.

Xe(6s') + e _ Xe(6p') + e - K.E.
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(4-17)

(4-18)

Population enhancement of 6p and 6p' levels at - 90 ma coincides with elec-

tron number density enhancement, and the deleterious effect of metastable

excitation into the 6P22 level is reflected in a reduced population inversion

and laser output above ~ 55 ma.

At higher metastable and electron densities, this 6P22 electronic

pumping in conjunction with the trapping of radiation from the 6P22 level

is sufficient to completely destroy the population inversion and extinguish

laser action. This effect is illustrated in Figure 22, in which the 9923

(6P22 -_6Sll) laser-induced sidelight variation at the anode is presented as

a function of discharge current for xenon pressures of 12.5, 18.5 and 25.5

m Torr. As expected for low currents, the 9923 _ sidelight variation followed

the laser output shown in Figure 15. However, for discharge currents corres-

ponding to n > 2 X 1012 -3cm the sidelight intensity was actually diminished
e

by laser action for each pressure investigated, indicating that the lower

laser level was depopulated due to lasering_ This behavior implied that the

inverted population had been destroyed and the 3.51 _ transition was absorp-

tive under these conditions.

The problem was resolved by monitoring the spontaneous emission of the

3.51 _ transition along the side of the tube in the vicinity of the anode.
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In regions where the 9923 _ sidelight exhibited a laser-induced enhancement,

the spontaneous emission from the 5d33 level was quenched by lasering, de-

noting a depopulation of the upper laser level via induced emission. There-

fore, under these conditions, the anode portion of the discharge was contri-

buting to the laser output. However, at higher currents where the 9923

sidelight was strongly quenched, the spontaneous emission from the 5d33 level

was enhanced, indicating that the 3.51 _ transition was now absorptive and

actually detrimental to the laser output. Therefore, although the majority

of the xenon discharge is contributing to the laser output, the anode por-

tion for high currents acts as an absorptive loss within the optical cavity.

Under these conditions, electronic excitation from the 6s metastables not

only contributes to increased ionization, but also populates the 6p levels

to such an extent that the laser inversion is destroyed.

The absorption of 3.51 _ laser radiation at the anode provides a useful

check upon the validity of cumulative excitation and ionization processes.

Since this absorption constitutes precisely the opposite perturbation of the

laser levels that a net stimulated emission does, a reversal in the sign of

laser-induced disturbances would be expected in this range. This effect is

illustrated by the spectral variations at the anode presented in Figure 23

for a pressure of 18.5 m Torr. In curve (b), the laser-induced behavior of

the 8819 _ (6P23 _ 6S12) transition is normal for currents below 75 ms, dis-

playing an initial quenching due to decreased spontaneous emission from the

5d33 level, followed by a sidelight enhancement at ~ 65 ma. This same en-

hancement is displayed by the 9923 _ sidelight in curve (a) and is attributed

to an increased electronic excitation from the 6s metastables which for these
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conditions are increased during lasering. However, when absorption of the

laser radiation occurs above ~ 75 ma, the 8819 _ sidelight perturbation re-

verses polarity and attains a peak quenching at ~ 90 ma, indicating that the

absorptive destruction of 6P22 states has decreased the 6s metastable popu-

lations resulting in decreased excitation from the 6s metastables.

Since excitation from the metastable levels has been shown to accompany

electron production from these levels, the measured electron density changes

might also be expected to display a similar behavior. Although numerical

values of _n were unavailable beyond ~ 40 ma for this pressure at the anode,
e

it was observed that the electron density increased due to lasering between

50 and 70 ma and appeared to decrease beyond this current. The intensity

variation of the 10,024 _ (4f33 _ 5d12 ) sidelight, typical of changes in all

lines originating on levels above the 5d33 , supports the proposal that the

electron density is decreased by lasering for high discharge currents at the

anode. High-lying levels are populated primarily by electron impact with

atoms either in the ground state or in metastable states. Even when direct

excitation from the ground state and the metastable states is improbable,

these levels are populated by radiative cascade from higher-lying levels.

Thus, most high-lying states are populated either directly by electron impact,

or indirectly through a subsequent radiative decay process. Therefore, reac-

tions of the type

and

Xe + e -_ Xe(ms, rod) + e - K.E. (4-19)

Xe(ms, md) -_ Xe(np, nf)+ hv (4-20)
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in addition to metastable excitation cause the populations of highly excited

levels to be sensitive to the state of the electron gas. As a consequence,

spontaneous emission originating from these levels has been observed to dis-

play the same perturbations as the electron density over a broad range of

discharge conditions. Thus, the 10,024 _ sidelight in curve (c) is quenched

for low currents and attains a peak enhancement at ~ 65 ms. Evidence of

cumulative excitation is also seen on the 9923 _ and 8819 _ curves of

Figure 23 at this same current. At higher currents, the 10,024 _ emission

is again quenched, attaining a peak quenching at ~ 90 ma where laser absorp-

tion is known to be a maximum. Thus, it may be inferred that the electron

density decreases due to lasering at these high currents as a result of the

net absorption of 3.51 _ radiation at the anode.

The spectroscopic observations, thus, confirm and extend the conclusions

formulated on the basis of spatially resolved electron density measurements.

Furthermore, the laser-induced perturbations of certain discharge llne inten-

sities can be used to determine the nature of electron density variations

where microwave cavity methods are unreliable.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This investigation has experimentally determined the effects of lasering

upon both the state of the electron gas and the excited atomic state popula-

tions in a DC excited xenon discharge situated in a high-gain optical cavity.

The radiative and collisional processes responsible for various laser-induced

perturbations of the electron gas and excited state parameters have been iden-

tified. Although these particular experiments were performed upon a low-

pressure 3.51 _ xenon laser, the general nature of the conclusions drawn are

applicable to all gas lasers.

Spatially resolved microwave experiments were undertaken to investigate

the properties of the electron gas; spectroscopic investigations yielded

information regarding the excited atomic state populations of the gas dis-

charge. In order to measure the small effects of lasering upon the plasma

parameters, several plasma diagnostic techniques of high sensitivity were

developed which incorporated the property of spatial resolution, the inher-

ent sensitivity of synchronous detection and the precision of a null type

measurement.

Microwave cavity measurements reveal that local electron densities can

-3
either be increased or decreased due to lasering by approximately 109 cm ,

depending upon local discharge conditions. Radiometric measurements indicate

that the electron temperature is also affected by lasering; the observed be-

havior of _T is in good qualitative agreement with the temperature varia-
e

tions predicted on the basis of observed cavity Q changes and computed values

of the drift velocity variation. It is suggested that the observed laser de-

pendent behavior of the electron gas parameters is primarily due to cumulative
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ionization processes involving the upper laser level and the 6s metastables.

Atoms excited to these levels serve as sources for electron production and

when their number is changed by lasering, the density and energy of the elec-

tron gas is correspondingly altered.

There is also some evidence of superelastic collisions between electrons

and xenon metastables which do not directly alter the electron density but

which are an effective source of electron energy. The variations in the

state of the electron gas are reflected in the discharge current flowing

through the laser tube and account for the observed current quenching due

to lasering. The laser-induced current changes represent a longitudinal

average of local variations in electron properties along the tube. The

specific nature of these electronic perturbations and the identity of the

competing physical processes involved is provided by spatially resolved

microwave and spectroscopic experiments.

The laser output itself is also a longitudinally integrated quantity,

dependent upon contributions from local population inversions. Due to the

establishment of anaphoretic gradients within the xenon discharge tube,

these inversions were not uniform along the tube length. Spatially resolved

spectroscopic observations demonstrated that even though the laser was oscil-

lating, the anode portion of the discharge tube was actually absorbing the

laser radiation under certain circumstances. Thus, to insure optimum lasering

conditions along the entire length of the discharge, spectroscopic checks

should be made, and a gas return loop should be employed if necessary to pre-

vent electrophoretic gradients in discharge properties.
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Spectroscopic observations of the effects of lasering provide insight

into the mechanisms responsible for the creation and destruction of excited

atomic state populations. The relative importance of the collisional and

radiative processes which determine the excited state populations are de-

pendent upon steady-state conditions; it is demonstrated that the effects

of lasering can be completely reversed for different discharge conditions.

In general, the spectral perturbation is largest for the primary radiative

mechanisms, and decreases in magnitude as the disturbance is transmitted by

secondary collisional processes. The population of the high-lying states is

shown to be strongly dependent upon the electron density. Any variation in

electron production is reflected by a similar variation in the population of

these states. Excitation of xenon metastables into the 6p states is shown

experimentally to be a significant process at high discharge currents, and

largely accounts for the degradation of laser output through collisional

pumping of the lower laser level.

Collisional mixing 2,4,60 of excited state populations which was prevalent

in He-Ne mixtures was not observed in the xenon discharges; this is most

likely due to the lower xenon pressures used and the greater mass of the

xenon atoms, since the rate at which such collisions occur is proportional

to the densities of the collision partners and their relative velocity.

Furthermore, the laser-induced perturbations of the sidelight intensity were

not large enough to be utilized in such applications as infrared laser inter-

62
ferometry. This was due to the relatively weak laser output power resulting

from the combined effects of the single mode operation, the narrow doppler

width and the short discharge length. However, the pure xenon discharges
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offered an advantage over the He-Ne mixtures in that electron-atom colli-

sional processes could be studied conveniently in the absence of such over-

powering effects as the helium metastable pumping of neon upper laser levels.

The state of the electron gas is noticeably altered by lasering in low-

pressure xenon discharges. Since excited state populations and current flow

are strongly dependent upon electronic properties, the entire character of

the gaseous discharge is affected by the lasering process. The relationship

of any reaction or parameter to the electron gas can be deduced by monitoring

an appropriate discharge variable and analyzing the effects of lasering upon

it. With a knowledge of laser-induced changes in the state of the electron

gas, it should be possible to identify a variety of collisional and radiative

processes and to determine numerical values for cross sections and radiative

decay rates. Such an approach might find particular application in the anal-

ysis and optimization of new laser systems. A further advantage lies in the

spatial resolution provided by the small diameter of the perturbing laser

beam; spatially resolved studies of the propagation of this disturbance within

the test plasma can also be conducted. Temporally resolved investigations of

the time lag between cause and effect could be undertaken using a Q-switched

optical cavity or a rotating mirror system. Moreover, the medium under study

is not required to be located within the laser cavity, nor are these investi-

gations especially limited to gaseous plasmas.
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ELECTRON DENSITY MEASUREMENTS USING A TM010 MICROWAVE CAVITY
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The cavity development based upon first-order perturbation theory

assumes that the influence of the electron gas can be considered as a small

31
perturbation upon the fields of the empty cavity. For microwave frequencies

in the C-band range, this requires the electron densities << 2.5 X i0 II. In

general, the majority of the electron densities encountered are in excess of

this limit, rendering the assumptions of the perturbation development invalid°

In order to relate the cavity frequency shift to the electron density of the

plasma, a solution of an electromagnetic boundary value problem is required.

The fundamental relationship between the electric and magnetic fields is

given by Maxwell's equations

-* _ 0D

V X H = J + _ (A-l)

V X E - -_- (A-2)

V. _ = 0 (A-3)

V • B = 0 (A-4)

Due to the charge neutrality of the plasma, the net volume charge density

is zero. The conductivity, permittivity and permeability of the plasma

medium can be expressed in terms of the field quantities.
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ab

J = _ E (A-5)

..% ._

D = £ E (A-6)

B = _H (A-7)

Using Maxwell's equations and incorporating the sinusoidal time de-

pendence of the fields, the following relation describing the electric field

is obtained.

vc . }) - v2
2

_0

2
C

2 "%
n E (A-8)

_here n is the complex index of refraction of the medium and _ is the angular

frequency.

Taking the divergence of Equation (A-l) results in

.a 2 2 "_
E . _7 n + n (V • E) = 0 (A-9)

]it is apparent that in order for the divergence of E to vanish, the microwave

cavity must be excited in a mode in which the _ field has no component along

the direction of a refractive index gradient.

The xenon plasma under study is enclosed in a cylindrical tube and is

expected to have a radial electron density gradient. Therefore, the cavity

must be excited in a mode for which E = 0. If a very small length of plasma
r

is inserted into the cavity, the density can be treated as axially uniform to
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a first approximation; in the vicinity of the anode this approximation is

rather crude. The TM010 cavity mode is ideally suited for such conditions,

since its fields are described by

.%

E = E ẑ (A-10)
Z

H = He (_ (A-II)

With the above considerations, the fields can be shown to satisfy the

following conditions

82 E 8E 22
z 1 z con

+ -- +

Or 2 r _ c2
E = 0 (A-12)
Z

8E
__ j Z

H(_ -, _o6o

(A-13)

where 0o is the impedance of free space. Performing a transformation of

variables from r to x where

2_
X -- _ r - r

k c
(A-14)

Equations (A-12) and (A-13) reduce to

82 E
Z

_x2

i 8E 2
--+-- + n E =

x _x z
(A-15)
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j z

H_ - _o _x

Equation (A-15) is the _Bessel equation of zer'to_h order

[:he parameter nx. Therefore,
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(A-16)

in terms of

E = C J (nx) + D Y (nx)
z o o

(A-17)

a_d

H =: + jn [C Jl(nx) + D Yl(nx)] (A-!8)
_o

th
_bece J and Y denote the m order Bessel functions of the first and

m m

second k:nd.

]in this particular situation, the fields in three concentric cylindrical

regions must be calculated and the boundary conditions upon the tangential

cD._ponen::s of the E and H fields satisfied at the three interfaces. The

._egzc.ns occupied by the plasma, glass and air are illustrated in Figure 24.

I:n the region between the outside wall of the glass tubing and the inside

":_._].of the cavity, b2 < r < a , the refractive index is unity and the fields

a:,:edescribed by

Ez = Cl Jo (x) + C2 Yo (x) (A-19)

i Jl(X) + c 2 Yl(X)] (A-20)H = % [cI
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Figure 24. Cross-sectional view of the plasma-filled, quartz

discharge tube within the TMoI 0 microwave cavity.
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:_n the region filled with glass, b I < r < b 2 , the index of refraction is

denoted by n and the fields are
g

E = C 3 J (n x) + C 4 Y (n x) (A-21)
z o g o g

H(_ = J_o ng [C3 Jl(ngX) + C 4 Yl(ngX)]
(A-22)

The fields within the plasma filled region, 0 < r < b I , are not as

easily expressed in terms of Bessel functions, since the index of refraction

is no longer constant due to the radial gradients in the electron density

established by the ambipolar diffusional losses. Approximating the radial

profile of the electron density by a parabola, the index of refraction of

the plasma can be expressed as

2 2 k2n (r) -- n (0) (1 + r 2) (A-23)

At the inside wall of the discharge tube, the electron density must vanish.

Therefore,

2 n2 k2b12 )n (bl) = 1 = (0) (I + (A-24)

and

k 2 = 1 - n 2(0) (A-25)

n 2 (0) b12



Expressing the index of refraction in terms of the x coordinates

2 I [1 - n2(0)] x2n2(x) = n (0) + ---_

B 1

(A-26)

where B := -_ b..
1 c I

Tae parameter n(0) ls the :refractive index of the medium on the axis

and is rel.ated to n (0)_ the electron density on the axis, by 35
e

-'" "/ po_ 2 I./2 2 2

n(0) _ [1. - \-_-/ ] for v << (A-27)

where the plasma frequency is defined as

2
n (0) e

2 e
(A) __

Po m £o
(A-28)

6 Is the permittlvity of free space, e is the electronic charge and m is
0

tlhe mass of an electron.

Equation (A-15) in the plasma region takes the form

82 E
Z

8x 2

1 8E k 2 x 2
_. 4.--x _xx + [n2(0) + n2(0) ] Ez = 0 (A-29)

It: was shown by Fuchs 36 that such equations have solutions of the form

oO

= Z xmEz xD am

m=0

(A-30)

where a =_ O and D is a constant.
O
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S bbstituting (A-30) into (A-29), the indicial equation is found.

p (p- l) a +pa = o
0 0

(A-31)

=_:_:;_ _:inat_ in this case, p = 0. The coefficients a
m

u i_ ac even integer, a is of the form
m

are only nonzero if

a --= O. for m = odd integer and for m < 0 (A-32)

2

a _. n (0) [a + k 2 am_4]m 2 m-2
m

for m = even integer (A-33)

_÷ t_r._t few nonzero coefficients are

a :I 0
0

(A-34)

n2(0)
a _ a
2 4 o

(A-35)

n2(O) k 2n2(0) [ ] a
a4 "- 16 4 o

(A-36)

4 i_ 2 n 2a6 = + n (0______)[ k (0) ] a
36 64 o

(A-37)

_)r,(-_,_-e.fc:_e_ in the region of the plasma, i.e., 0 < r < b I

2 n 2 4
E := a 1 n (0) 2 n2(O____._) [ (0) k 2 ] x
z o 4 x + 16 4

(A-38)



H_b = j n (0) ao _ 4 • _ k 2 3
"qo 6

n 2 (0) 5k 2 n 2 (0) ] 5

16 ]x

iii,

+ ---}

(A-39)

Now that the fields in all three regions have been determined, the

arbitrary coefficients can be evaluated by applying the boundary conditions.

The interfaces a, b 2 and b I in r-space become A, B 2 and B 1 in x-space, i.e.,

A = --_ a (A-40)
c

¢o b2 (A-41)B2 =c

= _ bl (A-42)B1 c

The frequency _ can be expressed in terms of frequency shift _ and the

no-plasma resonance frequency by

o
(A-43)

At x = A, E = O; therefore,
z

air

= CILJo(x)r_ _ + a Y .,1_x}j
E
z o

(A-44)

and

air = _ YI(X)]
H 1"]o' Cl [ J1 (x) +

(A-45)
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whe re

J (A)
o

o, = (A-4 6)
Y (A)
o

At the air-glass interface x = B 2 , the E and H fields must be equalz

in both the glass and the air. From Equations (A-19), (A-20), (A-44) and

(A-45), the fields in the glass are found to be

E glass = C3[Jo(ngX) + _ y (n x)] (A-47)
z o g

glass j n

- _ (n x) + _ Yl(ngX)] (A-48_H no C3[J 1 g

where

n Jl (ngB2) - _ J (ngB2)
= g o (A-49)

Y Yo(ngB2 ) - ng Yl(ngB2 )

whe re

Jl (B2) + cL Y1 (B2)

_{ = Jo(B2 ) + ct Yo(B2 )
(A,-5,_?

At the plasma-glass interface x = B 1 , a rather complex equation for

the refractive index is arrived at upon applying the boundary conditions _ _

Equations (A-38), (A-39), (A-47) and (A-48).



n2(0) I2 i B12 [n2(0)24 k2]

0n2 [BI (o)
64 _8 n2 (0)k2

Bl4n 2 (0) [ 2 n 2 (0)

48 [ 5k 4

Bl8n 4 (0) [
n 4 (0) k 4 + 89k 4

144 46,080
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2 n (0)k 2 +-

B12n2(O)
=6 1 4

+.,o,[o,n. l°n n,O,
+ 16 4 + 144 16

B18n41024(0) [1_ n2 (0)k2
n 4 (0) k 4 89k 4 15 n 2 (0)k 2 n )

144 921,600 2 + --

(A-51)

where

n [ Jl (ngBl) + _ Y (ngBl) ]
6=--_ o

B1 [ Jo (ngB1) + _ Yo (ngB1) ]

(A-52)

A computer solution of Equation (A-51) in conjunction with the equations

defining the various parameters in terms of measurable quantities yields the

electron density of the plasma as a function of the plasma-induced cavity fre-

quency shift.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTERIZED VALUES OF THE ELECTRON DENSITY

AS A FUNCTION OF SHIFT IN MICROWAVE CAVITY FREQUENCY

In the previous appendix, a development of the electromagnetic fields

within the plasma filled region of a TM010 microwave cavity was presented.

The results of the computerized solution of Equation (A-51) relating the

electron density to the resonant frequency shift appear in Table 5.
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TABLE5

COMPUTERSOLUTIONOFTHERELATIONSHIP

AND THE RESONANT FREQUENCY SHIFT OF

BETWEEN THE ELECTRON DENSITY

THE TM MICROWAVE CAVITY
010

Frequency

Shift (Mc)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Electron 3
Density (cm-)

3.37 × i0 I0

6.47

1.01 X i0 II

1.35

1.69

2.02

2.36

2.70

3.04

3.38

3 73

4 07

4 41

4 75

5 10

5 44

5.78

6.13

6.48

6.82

7.17

7.52

7.86

8.21

8.56

Frequency

Shift (Mc)

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

5O

Electron_3
Density (cm )

8.91X I0 II

9.26

9.61

9.97

1.03 × 1012

1.07

i. I0

1.14

1.17

1.21

1.24

1.28

1.32

1.35

1.39

1.42

1.46

1.50

1.53

1.57

1.60

1.64

1.68

1.71

1.75
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PERTINENTELECTRONICCIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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The schematic circuit diagrams of the various electronic equipment

designed for this experiment appear in this appendix. Figure 28 is the

schematic of the phase sensitive detector used to monitor the laser-induced

changes in the plasma parameters. Figure 26 is the schematic of the circuit

used to bias the crystal of the microwave diode switch. Figure 27 is the

schematic circuit diagram of the transistorized amplifier used in conjunc-

tion with the InSb detector.
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Figure 25. Schematic circuit diagram of the phase sensitive detector.
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